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Volume LAXXXVII No. 128 In Our 97th Year Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, May 29, 1976
SAFETY BUGS — The University School Kindergarten has promised to be carefulriding and walking and to "bug" others to be careful as well after a safety program bythe Murray Optimist Club. Jim Thompson, Dave Howell and Dan Harrison presentedmembership badges in the Safety Bug Club to the kids after a program on safety. At leftis Donnie Alley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Don Alley, Doran Road. At right. Harrison showssome of the safety material presented to the children.
Parents Of Handicapped Often
Expect Too Little OLChildren
Parents whose children are involved
in the pre-school program for the
handicapped at Murray State
University often discover that they
have been expecting too little of them.
"More often than not, they find that
their children can dc‘far more than they
had thought," explained Dr. James L.
Fitch, associate professor of special
education on the campus.
To help parents develop a more
realistic idea of the skill potential of
their handicapped children, much of
the emphasis in the year-old program is
on parental involvement ranging from
observations to assistance with
therapy.
"Parents have responded extremely
well," Fitch continued. "They show a
great deal of empathy as they help each
other and as they all take pride in any
child who learns a new skill."
Since the program schedule calls for
classes and therapy in the new Special
Education Building from 9:30 a.m. to
noon Monday through Thursday, a total
of 10 hours a week, Fitch is quick to
attribute much of the success of the
program to parents "because they have
their children the rest of the time."
Now in operation on a 12-month basis,
the program at Murray State is
designed to serve the needs of han-
dicapped pre-schoolers who do not fit
appropriately into other available
programs. The goal is to enable the
children to develop skills through in-
dividualized programs that will allow
them to integrate into a school or ap-
propriate community setting, ac-
cording to Fitch.
Six area children are currently
enrolled in the program, with the
youngest 21a years of age. They com-
mute from as far away as South Fulton,
Tenn. Their handicaps include cerebral
palsy, hearing impairment, delayed
development, and social and emotional
based problems.
In explaining the importance of a pre-
Mostly Cloudy
Mostly cloudy with a chance of
showers and thundershowers today.
Highs in the low to mid 70s.
Partly cloudy and mild tonight and
Sunday. Lows tonight in the upper 50s.
Highs Sunday in the upper 70s.
The outlook for Monday is a chance of
showers.
Rain chances are 30 per cent today.
WELL-PREPARED — Barbara Pryor (left) and Cheryl Lancaster came
prepared to the Regional Tennis Tournament Friday Despite'earty morning
rains that threatened the tourney, the first day's action was completed.
Lancaster and Pryor also reached the semifinals of the doubles and the
Mayfield duo will play today against a doubles team from (hrictian Coun-
ty.
school program for the handicapped,
Fitch pointed out that a child's
language and personality are formed
between the ages of 18 months and five
years—before formal schooling begins.
"During that period, they have a
capability for learning faster and for
making changes more readily, as well
as for acquiring new skills, than they do
later," he said. "That is why they
should be placed in such a program as
soon as it is determined that they hirice.
a handicap." .
Children from the program are
placed in schools or in community
• settings as soon as possible and
monitored because, Fitch explained,
"the more they are exposed to normal
children, the more normal skills they
learn."
Besides the service to the people of
the area, the pre-school program for
the handicapped provides special
education students with actual hands-
on experience for academic credit.
Under the direction of special education
faculty, graduate students develop
supervisory skills while undergraduate
students develop clinical skills.
Fitch said the program will continue
through the summer with most of the
same children, along with others who
may join the program. Fees are
minimal, he emphasized, and can be
adjusted so that any child who needs
the services offered through the
program can be accommodated.
He has parents who have pre-school
children with handicaps or people who
know of such children may call the
speech and hearing clinic at 1502) 762-
2446 for additional information or to
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Traffic accidents claimed eight lives
around the nation in the early hours of
the three-day Memorial Day weekend.
The Nationa) Safety Council has
estimated that 340 to 400 persons may
die on streets and highways in the 78-
hour period tl at began at 6 p.m. local
time Friday and ends at midnight
Monday.
Last year, during the same three-day
period, 425 persons were killed in traffic
accidents.
In 1972 there were 565 deaths, before
higher gasoline prices and lower speed
limits were imposed. The all-time
record for a three-day Memorial Day
weekend was set in 1969 when 597 traffic
deaths were counted.
Stan Photos by David Hill
One Section — 12 Pages
State Troopers On
Roads In Force For
Memorial Day Traffic
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) -- Ken-
tucky's state troopers are on the road in
extra force this weekend, trying to
weed out the intoxicated and the
speeers among Memorial Day holiday
travelers.
State Police Commissioner Truett A.
Ricks said about 75 more troopers
would patrol the state's highways this
weekend than last Memorial Day
weekend—meaning a total of about 525
troopers on duty.
The three-day weekend officially
began at 6 p.m. local time Friday night.
It ends midnight Monday.
Police are hoping the intensified
patrols will keep the holiday death toll
below that of last Memorial Day
weekend, when 13 persons died on
Kentucky highways.
David Darnall, state police dispat-
cher at Frankfort, said one of the major
traffic problems last year has been
eliminated.
Plans Complete For
Charity. Ball June 5
The 1976 Murray Charity Ball is but a
week away; and committees are busy
attending to last minute details, which
will make this 12th annual spring event
the most outstanding in its history.
The Murray Country Club will come
alive in red, white, and blue as the
bicentennial theme will be carried out
in the.clecorations.
Limited tables will insure those at-
tending of an uncrowded situation.
winch has occurred at past balls. A
large white tent will be erected over the
patio to acCommodate the guests.
Decorations will include red, white,
and blue trees covered with small white
sparkling lights. Flowers and flags will
grace the bandstand, which will feature
the nationally known fifteen piece Louis
Brown Orchestra from Nashville,
Tennessee. Candelabrum holding red,
white, and blue candles will illuminate
the club house and the patio area. Uncle
Sam hats will be a further reminder of
the Americana theme of the ball.
The House of Grace from Paducah
will serve breakfast from an adjoining
tent at midnight. Grace has included in
his breakfast menu: curried fruit,
cheese grits, eggs viennoise, sausage,
fresh baked breads, with assorted
jellies and coffee a la Russe.
Proceeds from the Charity Ball go
toward the operation of the Murray
Comprehensive Care Center, which is
located on Main Street. As the result of
the Charity Ball, this worthwhile center
has expanded its services over the
years and has become an important
health and 'educational service to the
people of this area.
Mrs. A. W. Simmons, Jr. is chairman
of this year's Ball, and she urges
everyone to "exercise their patriotic
duty by calling immediately 753-6094 to
reserve tickets for the Saturday, June
5th event."
Toll booths on Interstate 65 near
Elizabethtown and Shepherds yule were
removed last fall, eliminating a major
bottleneck area, Darnall said.
I don't think there will be any par-
ticular tieups on 1-65," Darnall said.
"There has been some repair work on
some of the bridges," he said, but
added that traffic jams were not ex-
pected.
"If there's going to be a tieup, it will
probably be over in Fayette County,"
where Interstates 64 and 75 intersect,
he said.
Darnall said traffic in northern
Kentucky on 1-75 "will be heavy, but we
don't have any outstanding problem
there."
Darnall said traffic probably would
be heaviest late Friday afternoon, when
many motorists traveled through
Kentucky from north to south.
The American Automobile
Association and state police said south-
bound traffic was heavy Friday night
on Interstate 75 from Cincinnati south
to Richmond, with some delays around
Cincinnati and Covington.
Traffic was also heavy from
Louisville south to Elizabethtown on
Interstate 65. but no major tieups were
reported on either highway.
This weekend, state police will not be
employing the "moving roadblocks"
they have used during some previous
holiday periods, Darnall said.
He said some "teams" will be out
looking for speeders, however, and
about 89 stationary radar units will also
be in use.
Environmental Workshop To Be
Offered In LBL This Summer
Two sessions of an Environmental
Education Workshop for Elementary
and Secondary Teachers co-sponsored
by Murray State University and the
Land Between The Lakes I.BI.) will be
offered during the summer months.
Workshops will be conducted at the
Environmental Education Center in the
LEL, a residential facility where
participants will .alive during the
sessions, June 14-19 and Aug. 9-14.
Shaw Blankenship, workshop
coordinator, said participants have the
option of registering for either two or
three semester hours of graduate or
advanced undergraduate credit in
Secondary Education 525 or in
Elementary Education 525 or enrolling
on a non-credit basis.
Participants who register for three
hours of credit will be required to write
a paper, while those who register for
two hours of credit will not.
Blankenship emphasized that the
workshop has been planned to enhance
the teaching capabilities of teachers in
any subject matter area from kin-
dergarten through high school. He said
participants can expect to receive
training in the following areas:
—Techniques of using the out-of-
doors as a teaching tool.
—Identification of supplementary
materials for use with environmental
education programs.
—Curriculum development skills.
—Method of using environmental
education as a supplement to existing
curriculum areas.
—Techniques of localizing en-
vironmental education programs to
meet the needs of local schools.
—Identification of resource personnel
and agencies having expertise and
services relating to environmental
education.
VARSITY CHEERLEADERS — Varisty Cheerleaders for the 1976-77 school year for Calloway County High Schoolwill be, front row, left to right, Conda Stubblefield, Captain Renee Tobey, Sheila Darnell and Renae Edwards. Backrow, Kim Kemp, la Don Graham, Linda McCuistod and Teri Morris. The cheerleaders will attend camp June 27-July 1at University of Tennessee at Martin.
Staff Photo to, David KU
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr 20)
Finesse and, possibly, a more
original treatment will brighten
everyday routine and stimulate
your mind in more taxing
matters. A good day for ac-
complishment.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Plow through mazes with
sound thinking and acting.
Don't by-pass the suggestions of
others without giving them
careful consideration.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 211 11°19-
You'll have an opportunity to
express your ideas now, so
make the most of it. Later in the
week you could encounter op-
position.
CANCER
June 22 to July 231 490
A day in which to be up and
doing. Don't wait for fate to deal
you a good hand: You must
make your own ''breaks."
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J244:
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 glea 4
Even if you have recently
made some domestic ad-
justment, news you receive now
may cause you to think about
still further changes.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) ti467'
You could misinterpret
certain situattons. Carefully
analyze planned activities and
the involvements of the next few
days.
GEMINI
t May 22 to June 211
Give fullfull rein to your in-
tellectual curiosity. Answers to
some intriguing questions
available if you are persistent.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23 ) e(:)
Some detail you overlooked
may upset the smooth tenor of
your day. Pick up wherever is
practical and go on.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) at'g
An on-and-off day, but you
should do well if you stress your
innate competence and per-
severance. In some matters
you'll gain more by taking the
unorthodox approach.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) NP%
Don't let dreams take the
place of action, even though





(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 Arel
Teamwork stressed now. Fall
in line with the aims of family
and friends and you'll find that
cooperative efforts bring fine
results.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 221
Some new trends in the
making Study carefully and be
sure to check all propositions
before accepting. Romance and
travel favored.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Mixed influences. You may
encounter some frustrating
situations during the a.m but
the tide will turn in your favor
later in the day.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 11/
Splendid aspects stimulate
artistry and encourage new
tries at undertakings which
may have failed before but still
have potential.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your innate sympathy for
your fellowman could lead you
astray now, so take all factors
into account if asked for favors
— material or otherwise. Curb
emotions.*
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Mixed influences. Expect the
unexpected. Others involved in
your activities may have
misunderstood certain arrange-
ments.
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely versatile and often
couple a profitable avocation
along with your regular life
work. You have talent for
music, writing, architecture,
the law and teaching — but, in
the latter case, only if you are
interested in the subject and
can control your normal im-
patience with those less gifted
than yourself You have a
remarkable memory and the
curiosity and persistence
needed to excel in research.
You tend to scatter energies at
times, however, mostly trying
to achieve in widely separated
fields. Try to concentrate on one
thing at a time. Also, try to
avoid a tendency toward
hypersensitivity. Birthdate of





FOR MONDAY. MAY 31. 1976
indicated. You may want to
take the initiative, but curb
your strong drive for the
moment and, at least, listen to
others.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 WPIii
Keep all senses alert.
Someone who has been
somewhat mystifying, given to
unusual moods, may actually be
trying to tell you something.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 —
Competition is on the move
Gear yourself to the demands
which are appropriate Cooper-
ate where you should, but ex-
press your own opiruons, too.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) elr'
Rule out risks and foolish
chance-taking and be careful of
overcoinnutting yourself on any
score Some misleading in-
fluences prevail.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
Mixed planetary influences
Right plans and moves at the
right times and places will keep
you on top of all situations,
however
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Expand efforts to encompass
areas not heretofore trod but
whose fields are fertile Play
cards -close to the vest,"
however, so as not to disclose
plans to the opposition.
AQUARIUS 
-171-411(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stellar aspects only fair.
Carefully screen new acquain-
tances and don't let even the
best of friends impose on your
good nature.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
An excellent day for cutting
financial losses, streamlining
your affairs generally. But do
nothing impulsively. Careful
deliberation needed.
YOU BORN TODAY have
been endowed with a high order
of intelligence; are extremely
ambitious, creatively inclined
and unusually dexterous with
your hands; could reach top-
level attainment in professions
where you can combine your
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Miss Linda Diane Perry
and Roger Spencer Balentine
The engagement of Miss Linda Diane Perry and Roger Spen-
cer Balentine has been announced by the couple.
Miss Perry is the daughter of W. H. (Bill) and Margaret
Perry of Brewers. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hal Perry of Brewers and Mrs. Genella Lawrence of Hardin.
The bcide-elect is a graduate of South Marshall High School
and is employed by P. N. Hirsch & Company, Murray.
Mr. Balentine is the son of Thomas and Katherine Balentine
of Hardin. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Thelbert Joyce
of Hardin and the late Rev. and Mrs. Audie Balentine of
Murray.
The groom-elect is a graduate of South Marshall High School
and attended Murray State University as a business student.
He is now employed as co-owner and manager of Town & Coun-
try Yamaha, Ltd. of Murray.
Wedding plans are incomplete at this time.
1Dectre
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Around this time last year I wrote to you
telling you that I was a very unhappy 12-year-old adopted4
diabetic girl whose parents and teachers were always on my
back. You wrote back with lots of suggestions and told me
to try to see things their way.
I didn't believe a word you wrote, and I got into big
trouble at school. It got harder and harder for me to live
with myself anymore, so I went to talk to my best friend's
mother, and she helped me see that everything you wrote to
me was 100 per cent true. Then I read your letter over and
over again, and after a while it sunk in.
I changed myself.just in time to save my reputation and
get back with all my friends, and, Abby, your letter was the
cause of it all. Thank you! I couldn't have done it without
you. Now I'm a better person and can talk to my parents,
which I couldn't do last. year.
Abby, please put this in your column because I'm sure a
lot of teenagers don't realize -that you write personal
answers to those who send stamped, addressed envelopes.
All my love.
M.L. IN BARSTOW, CALIF.
DEAR M.: I am pleased to know that my letter helped
you to get it all together. but you deserve more credit than I
do. I only offered suggestions. YOU followed through. God  
bless you, honey.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I recently moved into cl
furnished apartment. We have no children, but we have two
small dogs that we love very much.
At first when we went out, we left the dogs alone in the
apartment, and they ripped up everything they could get
their little paws on. They simply ruined the furniture and
rugs!
After we saw the damage our dogs had done, we took ti)
locking them up in the bathroom. but, Abby, this upsets
them so much, it just breaks my heart. I can't blame them. I
know I wouldn't want to be locked in a tiny bathroom for
five hours, would you?
Is there any other solution? We don't, have anyone who
can watch the dogs when we go out. Please suggest
something.
Saturday, May 29
Color slides and live
specimens of reptiles of Land
Between the Lakes will be
shown and discussed at Center
Station at two p.m.
Speer Family from Nash-
ville, Tenn., and Jerry Moody
will be featured in concert at
University School Auditorium
at eight p.m., as sponsored by
Baptist Student Union. Tickets
are $2.50 advance and $3.00 at
the door.
Dedication of Conference
Center at Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly will be at
three p.m. Open house will
follow.
Sunday, May 30
Open house of Jonathan
Creek Baptist Assembly will
be from two to four p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Miller
will host a sassafras tea party
fur those who are either
retired or over 65 at the
Educational Annex of the
University Church of Christ




will be at Empire Farm, Land
Between the Lakes, from one
to four fen.
Rev, and Mrs. Mickey
C,arpenter will be honored at a
reception by the First United
Methodist Church at the social
riall from three to five p.m.
LOVES MY DOGS
DEAR LOVES: If you can't train your dogs to refrain
from tearing up their surroundings when left alone, rather
than submit them to cruel and unusual confinement, take
them with you or find them another home. Dogs have
rights, too
DEAR ABBY: I am not keen on your approving
traditional white weddings for non-virgin brides just
because it "probably was their heart's desire."
When I hurriedly arranged a church wedding for m
18-year-old daughter who had confessed that she was
three-months pregnant, I told her that if she insisted of
wearing a wedding veil, I would not attend her wedding.
She wore the white w dding gown, carried a bridal
bouquet and had her hair done up with flowers and ribbons
instead of a veil.
I am not sure how many knew that she was pregnant at
her wedding but when the baby arrived six-months later no
remarks were made
RICHMOND MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: Under the circumstances, I imagine
,•ome would have disapproved of her wearing the white
gown. For my part, she could have worn the veil as well.
DEAR ABBY: I am a secretary to a very fine family
man. About once a week, my boss invites me to have lunch
with him downtown. I find it very enjoyable, but I under-
stand there has been some talk about it around the office. In
fact, I hear that his wife has been asking questions about
me.
I wish you'd tell me just what two people could do
between 12 and 1 in a crowded restaurant.
MS UNDERSTOOD
DEAR MS.: They could make plans to meet after 5,
where it's not so crowded.
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills. Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
-How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, selfaddrecsed. stamped (24e) envelope.
Blood River Baptist
Association Singing will be at
Scotts Grave Baptist Church
at 130 p.m.
Tuesday, June 1
Group 11 of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at two
p.m. at the home of Mrs. T. N.
McDougal with Mrs. Taz
Roberts as cohostess and Mrs.
Vernon Riley giving the
program.
St. Leo's Women Guild of St.
Leo's Catholic Church will
have a brunch at the church.
First Baptist Church
Women's general meeting will
be at nine a.m. at the church.
Dorothy Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. Hugh Noff-
singer at ten a.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Com-
munity Center at 9:30 a. m
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior Citizens with
making Christmas wreaths at
10:30 a.m., sack lunch at 11:45




Workshop will be from nine to
11:30 a.m. at Empire Farm,
Land Between the Lakes.
Wedding Vows Read
MR, AND MRS. DANNY RAY TODD are now residing on
Almo Route One after their recent wedding at the Chestnut
Street Baptist Church with Rev. William McKinney of-
ficiating. The families were in attendance.
Mrs. Todd is the former Virginia Milby, oldest daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Milby of Murray Route Six. Mr. Todd is
the youngest son of Mr. and Mrs. Kennie Todd of Murray and is
employed at Garland Used Cars.
Third grade students at North Elementary School with their teachers, Mrs. L
Finicky, Mrs. Nancy Lovett, and Mrs. Alice Humphries, visited the local airport, Kyle
Field. Johnny Parker, manager of the airport, took the group on a tour of the grounds
and buildings explaining all facets involved in the making, operating, and maintenance
of the airplane and the airport. The students made the field trip in conjunction with a




most fear Sunday, according
to Mrs. Beatrice L. Green,
president of the Widows'
Travel Club. -They are most
lonely and blue on Sunday and
look for things to do on that
day the most," says Mrs.
'Green.
Yogurt Deceptive
Yogurt isn't necessarily a
low-calorie food. Flavored and
sweetened products may
contain double th- calories of





Two hundred years ago you did something wonderful.
You discovered electricity. And since we learned
how to use it, life has never been the same.
That stove of yours couldn't hold a candle to
electric heat. And remember how the summers used to
R'ciw we can even stay cool with
electricity. And we can get all kinds of work done
in a short time. Why, electricity has even created
jobs you never would have thought of.
So even though we're two centuries late, we want
to thank you for discovering electricity. It's one
of the best things that ever happened to us.
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Editorial
Remember Those
Who' Fought and Died
On this Memorial Day when
we remember all those who
have died, let us not forget to
honor the memory of those who
died so that we may live. We
pay special tribute to those
members of the Armed Froces
who have made the supreme
sacrifice for freedom.
These brave men served
their country in a way beyond
our experience. For their
selfless dedication, we owe
them our lasting gratitude for
our great heritage of freedom.
We can never honor them
enough for the price they paid.
Let us never forget their con-
tributions to our national
heritage, for they have served
all of us in the fullest sense of
that word. It is not their par-
ticipation in war which we
glorify. What we glorify is the
dedication to an ideal, to the
faith in a living concept of
freedom, to the spirit of per-
sonal sacrifice for the common
good which these brave men so
gallantly served. When the
Naiton needed them, they left
their families and homes to
meet their responsibilities.
What sustaine these men?
What lessons can we draw from
their sacrifice?
General George C. Marshall
once said:
"The soldier's heart, the
soldier's spirit, the soldier's
soul are everything."
None of these attributes can
be destroyed. A soldier em-
bracing them may fall on the
field of battle, but his heart,
spirit, and soul will survive in
the lives of others — and
sustain them as peacemakers.
These same qualities can
sustain us in the face of ad-
versity.
Our work for freedom is
never finished. One of the facts
of history is that freedom does
not come with a guarantee.
Like all living things, it must be
nourished — fed on the spirit,
the belief, the resolve and
sacrifice of those who find its
beauty and pleasures worth the
price.
Sacrifice is the price each
generation must pay for its
share of freedom. To 
enjoy
freedom is not a right: it is 
a
privilege that is granted only to
those who are willing to guard
it and are prepared to fight for
it.
The goal of our people — of
our Nation — is peace. And
strong military defenses are
not the enemy of peace; they
are the guardians of peace.
Let us rededicate ourselves
to maintain peace for the future
— but not at the price of
freedom. We can reach our goal
with patience, courage, and
strength — supported by the
dictates of our heart, spirit, and
soul. Let this be our gift to
future generations, giving our
children reason to bless the
memory of their fathers as we
have reason to bless the
memory of those whom we
honor today.




Ten major construction projects to
cost $12.5 million are scheduled for the
building program at Murray State
University this summer, according to
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president of the
university.
Dr. Max G. Carman, chairman of the
Mathematics Department, Murray
State University, has been named
winner of the "Distinguished Professor
Award," given annually by the MSU
Alumni Association.
Homer Key, age 77, died yesterday.
The Cherry Corner Baptist Church
will have its Vacation Bible School
starting June 6 with Larry Herndon as
principal.
Mrs. Dees Bynum was leader for the
program presented at the meeting of
the Woman's Society of Christian
Service of the Martin's Chapel
Methodist Church.
20 Years Ago
Jamie David Potts, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Potts, has been notified
that he has been chosen as a winner of
$100 in a Federal Fertilizer essay
contest.
John Wilson Frost, Jr., has graduated
from the Kentucky Military Institute,
Lyndon, Ky.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Minnie
Wiggins and Robert James, age 76.
Miss Jane Hargis will be the
1976 Fast Becoming
The Year Of The Car
11y JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) — Almost nobody
would have believed a year or two ago
that, from an economic perspective,
1976 would be the year of the car. But it
is; the carts driving the economy.
If the surveys are correct, evidence
of this will be observed most
everywhere on this Memorial Day
weekend, at mountain and seashore
and lake, in national parks and at ball
parks, on highways and backroads and
in traffic jams.
The car's comeback is truly
astonishing. It has bucked the high
price of gasoline. fears of new shor-
tages, environmentalist antagonism,
layoffs, dilution of personal income,
and what had been an underlying fear
of the future.
When Thomas Murphy, General
Motors chairman, began talking many
months ago about a strong year up-
coming, some industry analysts openly
questioned the reliability of his market
information and also his analysis of it.
Disbelief sounded like an echo, from
so many directions did it come. GM, it
was said, was building cars to sit in
inventory; Murphy was taking GM out
sa a limb: people won't buy 
cars
because prices are too high.
But even Murphy has been forced to
raise his estimates, as week after week
the demand for cars, and for som
e
trucks too, greatly exceeded expec-
tations.
At the beginning of the year, he
issued the most bullish forecast of any
car maker: 10.25 million cars and 3
million trucks. Now he foresees "at
least" 10.5 million cars being sold in the
United States, and truck sales of more
than 3 million.
If labor negotiations can be resolved
"peacefully and responsibly without
interruptions in production," he told the
Detroit Economic Club, combined car-
truck sales in 1976 could be the second
highest in history.
Almost as noteworthy as the surge of
car sales is the unexpected demand for
large cars and the weaker-than-
anticipated interest in subcompact
models.
The daily sales rate for mid-May was
the second-best ever, topped only by the
comparable period in 1973, but there
was an important asterisk attached to
the figures, released this week.
That is, General Motors, Chrysler
and the Lincoln-Mercury division of
Ford reported record high sales, but the
overall figure was depressed a bit by
the downturn at American Motors,
which specializes in smaller cars.
Considering the near panic of a
couple of years ago. Americans have
adapted amazingly well to the gasoline
situation. High prices seem to be ac-
cepted. And somehow, most drivers
seem to have erased fears of shortages.
Nevertheless, gasoline prices have
begun to rise again, and there is the
possibility of shortages. Reserve stocks
have been diminished by-the increases
in demand as the economy improves
R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
Kfitortai> end kputionated arta les on this page are preseint
vinthe ita...r:tetwed rti ipr,:vstaredulta..thrum.,,dfo-r the free excharige 04 chit,
opinions irtters to the editor in response to editorial. end
The eddias of this newsPawr strongli beliese that to tuna
opinionated arid( les to only sair which parrallel the editori
al
prulo--,091h of this newspaper would be a dISSCr, se to Our read,
thereto-re we urge too-tiers who Tio not agree with an edstoriat 
stai,  •
the IfiCaN pr,,ented to an individual writer in .1 to





"I'm doing work in the neighborhood
and noticed your house needs painting.
Since I'm already here and have some
paint left over from another job. I'll
paint your house for a discount price.
Sales pitches similar to this seem to
bloom, as spring brings some well-
known fly-by-night businesses out for
another season's performance.
While there are many reputable
firms offering competent workmanship
and quality materials, it's time, once
again, to prepare to deal with their
fraudulent and incompetent coun-
terparts. This type of business is based
on a gimmick and survives by taking
consumer money and then quickly
leaving the area. The consumer is then
left with no way to contact the company
or recover losses caused by shoddy,
incomplete, or never-to-be started
projects.
These gimmicks are not limited to
just house painting, but may involve
tree-trimming, driveway sealing,
aluminum siding, basement water-
Calloway County Delegate to the
Regional 4-H Boys and Girls Camp at
Fontana Village, N. C., June 6-8.
Miss Ruth Houston spoke on "The
Modern World" at the meeting of the
Magazine Club held at the home of Mrs.
E.A. Tucker.
30 Years Ago
Tennessee Valley Authority is
planning to hold its first sale of s
ummer
cottage sites in the Kentucky Lake
 area
soon. The first tract to be sold is 
the
Center Ridge area.
The seventh supplement of "Heroes
World War II" is published this week
Deaths reported this week include
Dave Wrye, age 75, Thomas Montie
McCuiston, age 75, Mrs. Sudie France
s
Brown Hay, age 81, Mrs. Maudie P
earl
Hart, age 57, and Donna Lee Mitch
ell,
infant girl.
Miss Ann Littleton, daughter of M
r
and Mrs. J. E. Littleton, won the "Bod
y
Beautiful" contest held at Murray Stat
e
College.
Officers named for the Murray State
College Alumni Association were W. Z
Carter, Dr. Hal Houston, and Mrc
George Hart.
Marriages announced this week
include Polly Fitts to John E
urie
Garland on May 11, and Gracie C
lark
Robertson to Yewell E. Williams o
n
May 25.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Glenneth Wisehart on Ma
y 24.
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Marshall 
on
May 25, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joh
n
Outland on May 29, and a girl to Mr.
 and
Mrs. W. D. Dick on May 24.
Alvin Gibson, manager of 
Western
Kentucky Stages, was speaker 
at the
Court of Honor held by the 
Happy
Valley District of Boy Sco
uts of
America on May 28 at Hardin.
40 Years Ago
Calloway County graduates at
Murray State Teachers College are
Phillips McCaslin. Mary Virginia
Diuguid, R. H. Falwell, Jr., Winiford
Keys, Howard Brumbaugh, '1'. C. Collie,
Troy McNutt, Fred Phillips. Ruth
Ambrose Rogers, Max Shackleford,
and Rebecca Tarry.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. W. D. Kelly, age 64, Henry W.
Smith. age 74, and W. W. Pitman, age
67.
Midshipman Robert W. McElrath,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace W.
McElrath, is one of 263 midshipmen
representing 44 states to graduate from
the Naval Academy on June 4.
E. D. Fisher, M. D. and Katherine
Fisher, M. D. have been added to the
Mason Hospital staff
Officers named for the Murray State
College Alumni Association are J. Matt
Sparkman, Clifton Thurman, and Mrs.
George Hart.
W. C. Skinner, Murray High School
student, made the highest score on
Literature in the Kentucky Inter-
scholastic I,eague Contest held
\ throughout the state on May 9. The
scholastic tests covered 18 high school
subjects.
A history of Faxon School 
which
opened in 1921, is published this wee
k
Ivan Jones was honored at a dinner in
celebration of his 37th birthday on May
24.
proofing, or any other home repair or
yard maintenance service.
You can protect yourself from frauds
of this type by following these
suggestions:
( I ) Many of these companies will tell
you to sign NOW for a special discount
price. Beware of this pressure tactic.
Take the time to get two or three
signed, written estimates from
reputable businesses for any repair
work on your home. Make sure the
estimates include the total cost of
materials and labor and state a date of
completion.
(2) Check the credentials of any firm
BEFORE you do business. Talk. with
other people who have had work done
by the company. Ask for references.
You may also want to check with the
local Chamber of Commerce, Better
Business Bureau or the Attorney
General's Division of Consumer
Protection.
(3) A reputable firm does not go from
door-to-door looking for work. Be
skeptical of unsdlicited approaches by
people with unTarked, vehicles or out-
of-state license plates.
(4 READ all contracts and
guarantees before you sign, dnd make
sure you understand exactly what they
mean. The terms and costs of the
contract should be clear, and all
guarantees should be in writing. If they
are not, they are worthless.
Caution is your best protection
against home repair frauds. ,
If you have a consumer complaint,
write to the Attorney General's
Division of Consumer Protection, Room
34, The Capitol, Frankfort, KY 40601.
The office has found that it can most
effectively deal with written com-
plaints and encourages you to write
when you have a complaint. however,
you have an emergency situation, call
the consumer hotline. The number is 1-800.3




Calloway County's 1976 Easter Seal
Campaign funds collected to date total
$3,782.36. Local project collections
accounted for $2,097.36 of this total, and
the spring Mail campaign and mem-
bership drive funds mailed to the
Easter Seal Society office in Louisville
account for the remaining $1.685.00.
We want to thank all the people,
organizations and business firms who
supported the drive in so many ways.
The many volunteers who gave of
their time, talent and money, including
those who helped publicize the story of
crippled children's needs, can be
assured that their efforts are deeply
appreciated by our local campaign
committee, as well as by the more than
5,000 handicapped Kentuckians who
benefit from gifts to the Easter Seal
Campaign.
Easter Seal care for physically
handicapped children today means
useful, self-reliant, ..._inde_pendent
citizens of tomorrow.
The work of the Kentucky Easter Seal
Society goes on year 'round, so it
's




Vernon Gantt, Assistant Chairman
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Contemporary Religious Thought
Should Blacks Celebrate?
By Rev. C. E. Timberlake,
Pastor of the
St. John Baptist Church
It is evident all around us that some
great celebration is taking place; to be
exact it is the "Bicentennial
Celebration." Millions of Americans
are greatly enthused about this event.
However there are others who are not,
but are faced with the issue "Should
Blacks Celebrate the Bicentennial?" In
the August (1975) issue of "Ebony"
three black leaders responded to this
question: Dr. J. H. Jackson, president
of the National Baptist Convention U.S.
A., Inc., Vernon E. Jordan, Jr.,
executive director of the National
Urban League, and Dr. Lerone Bennett,
Jr., author and senior editor of
"Ebony."
Dr. Bennett gave an adamant "No"
saying that the black man's experience
in America has been totally a negative
one. Dr. Jordan Jr.'s reply was
"maybe" because of the vacillating
treatment blacks have received since
1776. Dr. Jackson, in his reply upon the
various contributions that blacks have
. made in the panorama of American
events gave a resounding -Yes!" Dr.
Jackson is president of the largest
black Convention in America, with
about six-million members, and he is
urging all members to celebrate the
Bicentennial.
However, after reading the replies of
these three men, we must admit that
there is some truth in each statement;
but before we make any conclusions, let
us remind ourselves of some important
factors of the past, both positive and
negative. First let us look at some of the
contributions that blacks have made to
this country.
1. A black man piloted one of
Columbus' ships, the Nina, in 1492.
2. Cripus Attuks was the first to die in
the Boston Massacre.
3. Peter Salem did die a hero at
Bunker Hill in 1775.
4. Tiengamiti Bannker did make
probably the first clock in America:.
wrote an almanac, and helped to lay the
plans for Washington, D. C.
5. Hiram R. Revels, first black U. S.
senator, 1822.
6. A black man was partially
responsible for the invention of the
cotton gin.
7. Jo Anderson help Cyrus McCor-
mick develop the reaping machine.
8. Jan E. Matzeliger created the first
machine for attaching soles to shoes.
9. Dr. Daniel Hale Williams per-
formed the first open heart surgery.
10. Prince Hall, Revolutionary, War
veteran, received charter from Grand
Lodge of England for the first black
Masonic lodge in America, African
Lodge No. 459, September 12, 1787.
Therefore we can see that blacks
have made great contributions to this
Nation in more ways than one.
However, it is heartbreaking to know
that these contributions were omitted
by most, if not all, of our leading
historians. It is heartbreaking to know
that men fought and died for the
freedom of a country that they them-
selves had no freedom in; it is heart-
breaking to know that only eight years
ago, that we just got the right to fair
housing; the right to vote eleven years
ago; the right to work twelve years ago,
and the right to quality schools about
twenty-one years ago. These are
probably some of the reasons that made
Dr. Bennett say "No" and Dr. Jordan
say "Maybe."
However, in spite of America failing
to live up to its constitution, I still say:
that blacks have something to
celebrate, because„of 'Obi rich heritage.
and because of the tremendous con-
tributions our people have made to
American life. However I must agree
with Dr. Jordon when he said black
citizens should celebrate on their own
terms. Yes, we should celebrate
because we have a lot to thank God for,
because He has brought us through
many dangers, toils and snares.
I also believe that the American
people both black and white should do
more than celebrate this year, because
I see the need for all of us to rededicate
ourselves to Jesus Christ who went
about doing good.
Yes, we should do more than talk the
talk, we should also walk the walk. It
should be a year that every preacher of
the gospel preach the whole truth "that
out of one blood God made all Nations."
It should be a year that both black
and white remind themselves that their
destiny is tied up in the same garment.
This year we should try with all of our
might to out-do one another by
forgiving, and loving one another; to
live; to heal; and to build a better
country.
Isn't It The Truth
It has been expounded countless
times in many places by statesmen,
government officials, political hacks
and apologists for Internal Revenue
Service that heavy taxes is the price we
pay for liberty. It is mind-shaking,
therefore, to realize that just the
reverse is true—that as taxes get
higher so do the fences that we are
forbidden to climb, to straddle, to
hurdle or to fall off of.
Bible Thought
Seek ye first the kingdom of God,
and his righteousness; and all these
things shall be added unto you.
Matthew 6:33.
God, the Creator, knows our
every need. After all he invented us
and who better should know what it
really takes to keep us going in the
right direction.
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger a Times is
published every afternoon is.ccept Sun-
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Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
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I Let's Stay Well
Bicycle-Motor
As might be expected, the
growing number of motor vetu-
cies and bicycles and the it-
creased use of each of these
forms of tranvia tattoo have led
to a greater amount of bicycle-
motor vehicle collmorm They
account for an estimated 5 per
cent of all uqurtes to bicyclists,
but more than 90 per cent of all
bicyclist deaths
According to Allan Williams,
PhD., of the Insairance Institute
for Sfighway Safety, Washington.
D.C., in a report published re
eerily in the American Medical
A.ssociation's American Journal
of Diseases of Children, the
lscwlist or the bicycle or hoth
are probably responsible for
three. out of four collisions This
study led to several significant
°berry at ions
The age of the bicyclist was
the most important risk-con-
tnhutmg factor in these colli-
sions, regardless of the bicyclist's
sex or the time of day of the oc-
currence (dayliitht. twilight or
Vehicle Collisions
By F.J.L Blastrigame, M.D.
darkness). Through age 12, nine
out of 10 bicyclists were proha
bly responsible for the collisim
above age 12, probable re_spon
sibility decreased in proportion
for the collision, above 12. proba-
ble responsibility decreased in
proportion to age-, and only 34
per rent of the bicyclists aged 25
years or okier were probably
responsible.
The relationship of age to colli-
sioris is in keeping with earlier
studies which show that 6-year-
olds are less able than adults to
locate sounds and have less de-
pendable side vision and that
chikiren up to age 10 have
difficulty interpreting road signs
and understanding traffic terms
Children are prone to risk taking
and often lack judment which
makes for safe decisions
lAght conditions were a risk
factor. prartic".!rirly for bicyclists
15 y,srs old or over It was found
thaVollisions occurring in
twilel Or darkrIM were more
likely than daylight crashes to
involve a motor vehicle striking
a bicycle from the rear and a
motor vehicle turning left and in
the process colliding with an on-
coming bicycle
The pawn of the year affects
the number of collisions between
bicycles and motor vehicles
Most of them occur during
swing months. perhaps dtr to
the many children, having less
strength and coorelmation, try-
ing to ride bicycles not familiar
tothem or ones that are not the
proper sue for- them
Prevention include.s educating
drivers and Novelists. improving
bicycle construction Mrlutivaz
brakes, handlebars and "train -
trig wheels-/, enhancing the
visibility of the bicycle and pro-
%Ming off -road bikeways and
special bike lanes on roadways,
and permitting bicycles. to travel
on sidewalk's where available
The establishment of a
minimum age for children to tee
eril.,.......,
i
•T.; ..,:,:er '11r;iiii. -,
lila sit ,.. •
bicycles on roads used no41..1
vehicles should be seriously (mn
sidereri
Q Mr F...H writes to inquire if
garlic or garlic pas have medi
cal benefits for the control of ele-
vated blood premare
A Garlic makes a Ng stink
and may raise the blond cireS
sore of someone who smells your
breath alter you eat the garlic,
but it won't have any effect on
your blood pressure For-
tunately. a number of medicines
have been developed which con-
trol it, and they' require careful
management by a physician If
you have a blood preseare prob-
lem, have it treated, even if you
are free of any symptom%
Q Mr K N asks whether more
men are (-Nor blind than are
women
A Color blindness is about in
times more frequent i mina men
than women
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Storey's
Food Giant
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.
Hwy. 641 So. Phone 753-8322
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.
Astro Car Wash
, Wash s 1°° Hot Wax










We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
1 1 4 til
Uncle Jeff's
Murray. Ky. 753 1640
Sporting Goods Dept.





Hrty 641 South Noe 753-9491
Boating Accessories
Guns & Ammo
Murray Home & Auto
:he ,ve ,co the
Outdoor Sportsman
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Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
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Kentucky's leading outdoor news section from The Murray Ledger and Times, Murray, K._mtucky
Outdoor Lore is dedicated to the hunters, fishermen and others who enjoy the out-of-doors
Mason 1 homas here with a tine stringer of sauger he
caught recently. Mason was fishing down around Pine




What's the most under-
harvested game fish In
Kentucky waters?
-The walleye," Charlie
Bowers, director of the




Bowers says there are three
lakes in the Commonwealth —
Rough River, Barren and
Cumberland — with good
walleye populations but with
almost no fishing pressure for
this species, except perhaps
for a short burst of activity
during the spring spawning
runs.
The problem seems to be
that walleyes, while fairly
easy to catch, are often dif-
ficult to locate. Unlike black
bass, walleyes won't be found
along shoreline cover, nor do
they announce their presence
by chasing shad on the sur-
face, as white bass do when
they're "in the jumps."
Instead, the walleye is a
bottom fish which prefers not
to chase its dinner any more
than necessary It's also a
school fish, which means that
most of the walleyes will be
concentrated in small areas of
the lake, usually off points or
around some other natural
bottom "structure."
These characteristics
necessitate slow, deep fishing
usually by trolling — and




designed to keep the lure as
near the bottom as possible.
This is a style of fishing that
most bass or crappie anglers
just aren't used to, but there
are persistent report:s from
Rough River and Barren of
fishermen from northern
states (where walleye fishing
is popular) doing very well
indeed.
So if you'd like to try your
hand at walleye fishing this
summer, a good bet would be
to find a transplanted yankee
with some experience with
this fish and offer to take him
fishing with you.
But if all your buddies are
bass or crappie fishermen, it's
still possible to learn how to
catch walleyes. Most of the
major outdoor magazines
offer good articles on walleye
fishing from time to time, and
many libraries have back
issues of these publications.
Or you can be pioneer and
work out your own techniques
for catching these fish in
Kentucky.
Later in the year, the
fisheries division, which put
those walleyes in the lakes in
the first place, may have some
good advice on how fishermen
can pull them out, Bowers
says. Fisheries biologists will
undertake a study this sum-
mer to determine just what
•••••
•
Kentucky Sportsmen Endorse A Slate of
Candidates For Wildlife Commissioner
GILBERTSVILLE, KY. —
The tar western Kentucky
epresentatives of the League
oI Kentucky Sportsmen met
recently to reaffirm their
support for the slate of five
candidates they chose earlier
this year as the list of names
they would like to see
sportsmen in the First Wildlife
District send to Governor
Julian Carroll. From this list
the governor would appoint
this district's new Fish and
Wildlife Commissioner.
A spokesman for the group
announced the need for all
sportsmen to join together
with the League in supporting
their candidates. "The
League," he said, "has always
had a close working
relationship with the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources and
consciously worked for the
better interests of the spor-
tsmen." However, he noted
that in some areas of the state
sportsmen have not been
getting very good represen-
tation. He further added, ". .
.the people we are supporting
have been active participants
within the League and their
credentials are backed by the
interest they have demon-
strated in the continuing
policies of the department.
There will be other candidates
from the first district but we
feel the candidates we are
pushing are the most
qualified." The slate of five
candidates the League would
like to see reach Governor
Carroll's office are: Arthur
Curtis, West Paducah;
A double limit stringer of bass taken by Jackie Vaughn (left) and Bruce Walker (right)
of Murray last weekend. The two were using spinner baits and caught all their fish out
of Kentucky lake.
areas of our lakes walleyes
prefer. They plan to use depth
finders to locate schools of
fish, then send down scuba
divers to see exactly what
kind of fish are showing up as
blips on the recorder's screen.
Bowers hopes some specific
advice for walleye anglers will
come out of this study. And in
the meantime, the fisheries
division would also like to
know about any legal-sized
walleye, rockfish, musky or
black bass of five pounds or
more you catch.
In return for a few stales
from these fish, the depart-
ment of fish and wildlife will
send you a certificate of
achievement and a lapel pin.
The scales submitted are
examined microscopically to
determine the growth rate,
stocking success and other
biological characteristics of
the fish. Information and
envelopes for mailing in the
scales are available at most
docks.
The walleye are .here, and
more are on the way wi4i at
least 600,000 scheduled for
stocking this year in Nolin and






Elwood Brown, Cadiz; and
Barry Wm. Drew, Murray.
The Kentucky Department
of Fish Si Wildlife Resources is
set up in such a manner to be
governed by a nine man board
The Fish & Wildlife Corn-
mission ) which is elected b5
the sportsmen in the state
This year sportsnien from tht
first, fifth, and sixth district:
will be electing the names o1
candidates they feel woult
represent their districts on the
state level. A list of the top five
vote collecting names from
each of the three districts will
go to the governor for his
review and appointment of a
commissioner for those
districts.
Sportsmen from the first
district will be gathering at
the Ken-Bar Inn at 7:30 p.m.,
June 3 to choose their can-
didates. Any sportsman,
defined as ". . .a resident
hunter or fisherman who has
been licensed in Kentucky for
each of the past two con-
secutive years," is eligible to
attend and vote for the can-
didates of their choice. He
must also live in the first








from this district is Dr.
Donald L. Boucher, Paducah,
whose term expires in August.
Night Fishing For White Bass
Produces Excellent Results
White bass fishing around
Kentucky is about to enter the
second phase of its yearly
cycle. The fish are returning
to the main lake after their




angling method to take ad-
vantage of this post-spawning
feeding spree is night fishing.
By shining the rays of a Ian-
Cumberland lakes. Laurel
River Lake also has walleye,
but most are still under the 15
inch leg)al size limit (the daily
limit on walleye is ten and the
possession limit, 20). So
there's no need to envy
fishermen up north who enjoy
this fine game fish — you've
got them right here in Ken-
tucky.
Fins Foto
Different types of cainping rigs of the Twin takers Good Sam ( tub were displayed on the Tucker TV tot all daYSaturday, May 22, for the public to tour Shown here are two motor homes, along with five camping trailers, somenot visible. Camping rigs of Nix ( rawford. Harold Tversmeyer, Jimmy D. Herndon, I B Burkeen, Ned Wilson, andlohn Bowker were on display. Also members of the club are Charles Adams. Eugene Cr hantim her. Fred Morton, (W. Jones, and Jimmy Craham, The open house was held by the dub to show the general public the pleasures andadvantages of camping whether in a motor home, trailer. tent trailer, truck camper, van, or tent. Refreshments wereserved by the dub members. Saturday afternoon the dub members and guests made homemade ic e (ream as apart of the camping das The club expressed appreciation to Arlene Tim key and his «onpany for allowing the clubto use his lot for the Apen house. The club holds its regular campout on the third weekend of each montb.
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tern or other artificial light
into the water directly beside
the boat, the fisherman at-
tracts schools of bait fish. This
in turn draws in the white
bass, and the angler is set for
a night of fast action.
The best areas of the lake
for this type of fishing are
usually along a deep bank, off
a point or beside a hogback.
The secret of success is at-
tracting the bait fish. Usually
an overcast or moonless night
is better than bright
moonlight, since the darker
conditions seem to cause the
bait fish to concentrate around
the lights more readily.
Most fisherman like to make
night fishing a dusk-to-dawn
affair. While most activity
seems to take place after
midnight, it's a good idea to be
on the lake before dark to find
a good location, anchor the
boat at both bow and stern, get
the rods rigged, the lanterns
fueled up, and soon.
To find the -depth at which
the white bass are feeding,
lower a baited hook to the
bottom and retrieve it slowly
toward the surface. When a
fish takes the bait, count the
number of turns of the reel
handle it takes to bring him
up, and you'll have a good idea
of how far down to fish.
Either spinning or bait
•
casting tackle is suitable for
this type of fishing and the
most popular hook is a
number four or five Aberdeen.
Two to three inch minnows are
the usual bait. Some other
helpful items are two anchors
and plenty of line, warm
clothing, rain gear, an extra
light and several gallons of
coffee.
If you plan to run your boat




specific, so if you're not sure.





If the fishing gets really het,
don't get carried away and
forget that the daily and
possession limit on white bass
is 60 per person. That's a lot of
fish, but when conditions are
right, limit or near limit
strings aren't unusual for the
night fisherman.
After being up all night.
that's also a lot of fish-
cleaning to be .done before
finally hitting the sack. But
any confirmed night fisher-
man will tell you this kind of
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losing sleep
lion news •
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Deer Anatomy : A
Lesson to be
Learned Now!
It is a fact that most people
do not know the exact location
of the many organs that make
up their own human bodies.
Actually, it really is un-
necessary for we humans to
know a great deal about our
own anatomy with the ex-
ception of what is on the
outside. If we are ailing we
can go to the doctor, point out
the troubled area and this
expert, on internal human
anatomy, will do his best to
locate the trouble and correct
it.
This method works fine for
the human dealing with his
own body, but what about the
bowhunter who is hunting
white-tailed deer. Is it enough
to shoot an arrow into a deer
at random; trusting to luck for
a good hit? I think not!
We bowhunters are (or
should be) highly motivated in
the area of the quick, clean
and most of all the humane
kill. This type of kill is ac-
complished by a well placed,
razor sharp broadhead arrow
sent on it's way by a bow of
sufficient poundage to
penetrate deeply for the most
positive result.
All of the above is an ideal
situation, but, is contingent on
the bowhunter's ability to put
an arrow exactly where he
wants it and the knowledge of
what a deer looks like on the
inside, that is, his internal
anatomy.
Anything less than a
command of deer internal
anatomy is undesirable.
Arrows do not have built-in
guidance systems which,
automatically, home in on the
041/Plk
vital organs producing the
desired effect. Only the person
who looses the arrow has the
power to decide where the
arrow will penetrate the
animal, to what extent the
arrow will wound the animal
and how quickly the animal
will fall.
No bowhunter has the right
to release an arrow at a deer
unless he knows where it will
strike and what lies in its path
once penetration is attained.
With some understanding of
our own anatomy we can
easily recognize that there are
some areas of a deer's
anatomy which are leSs




Areas of heavy bone for-
mation such as the shoulder
plate will not normally permit
penetration by an arrow. Such
a barrier to penetration
becomes even more for-
midably when the bow used is
on the light side and the
bowhunter is forced to use
lighter arrows.
Arrows which are aimed at
the deer's chest cavity (the
heart and lungs are located
here) will have to either pass
between or go through the rib
bones. These bones are quite
stout but are also broad and
relatively thin. A—broadhead
arrow - which has been
properly sharpened will not
have a great deal of difficulty
Fins Fetes
lady Bowhunter—Bren-
da Shankle, of Paducah,
has been bitten by the
howhunting bug. These
lobos show Brenda as she
rompeted in a recent
tournament held in The
Land Between The Lakes
where she won the ladies
division. Brenda was one
of the few people who
harvested fish and she
could have won the open
division too. Brenda is a
new convert who has
followed her husband,
Wallace. into tiowhunting
so that they could be
together more.
a target, the major bones and
the remaining organs.
.The full size silhouette
—tat-get will help you get an idea
of what the deer will look like
at the optimum hunting
distance of twenty yards.
Using this type target with its
drawn in organs will enable
you to become familiar with
, the deer's anatomy and will
improve your chances of
tagging a deer this fall season.
The deer that you shoot at
will benefit because you
thought enough of him to study
his structure and you have
learned what is inside his
body, where it is and how to
end his life quickly with your









passing through the ribs.
The deer anatomy chart
which accompanies this ar-
ticle was designed to give the
bowhunter an idea of where
the deer's organs are located.
This chart also shows where
the larger bone masses are.
These should be avoided as
targets.
The information provided on
the anatomy chart can be
easily transfered to your full
size deer silhouette targets.  A
magic marker makes it fairly
easy to draw jn the heart-lung
area (which is your best bet as
LITTLE MD HAVING
FUN: Chris Drew takes his
bowhuntirtg seriously and
is getting it on at an early
age. little kids enjoy
doing the same things in
the field that their
mothers and dads like to
do. Why not take your
son or daughter on your






We as boehunters must be
well educated so that our own
conduct in the field is above
reproach. A good plaoe to
begin such education (or
getting your head together) is
with a careful study of what is
inside the deer that you are
going to shoot at this fall.
Make a silhouette target or
buy one and draw in the
bones and organs so that you
will know where to shoot and
where not to shoot before it is
time to go out and hunt. Do
this because you want to-be a
good bowhunter and because
you respect the animal you
will hunt as well as your fellow
bow and sportshunters.
Good luck and good
bowhunting.
Crappie fishing has been
fair to poor for the past tv,o
weeks. Only a few anglers
have been able to locate many
fish since the rains came and
caused the lakes to nse
sharply. As the lakes level off
and the spawn ends, crappie
will again school up along the
ledges and can be caught
easily until about mid-June.
Bass fishing is somewhat
better though. Some local
• •water whuppers" have taken
tremendous stringers of some
real line straighteners. Bruce
Walker and Jackie Vaughn
kept their limits from thirty-
eight bass taken out of
Barkley. They were casting
small spinner baits, the Nasty,
and the Aggravator along
brush and grass in the coves.
Ricky Lowe and Jerry
Maupin caught some nice bass
from the small coves along the
main body of Kentucky Lake.
Using 1,4 ounce slip sinkers
with purple worms, they
caught ten bass up to four
pounds.
Chris Miller caught a six
and a half pound hog jaw from
Kentucky Lake. He took the
lunker on a white Aggravator
while casting into the brush
near Snipe Creek.
My daughters, Jacque and
Donna, caught several bream
from a bream bed we found in
Blood River. We baited night
crawlers on tiny hooks tied to
six pound line with a small
sinker about four inches above
the hook. The little cork
disappeared quickly when
they dropped their lines into
the spawning area. Most of the
panfish they caught were bit
scrappy males which were
guarding the nest while
waiting for the females' eggs
to hatch.
Mason Thomas caught
--siierat anger from his
favorite fishing hole near Pine
Bluff Shores. He fished
minnows from fifteen to
twenty-five feet deep off the
river bank.
Sam Rodgers is back out
crappie fishing now. It has
been a long dry spell for him
since he had a heart attack
back in February. He's taking
it real easy though, fishing
only an hour or two at a time.
set
Wilbur Wallace from Gillett,
Arkansas, and I drove to
Edgefield, South Carolina, to
visit Jerry Allen, who is with
the National Wild Turkey
Federation. While down there
we fished in Clark Hill
Reservoir end managed to
catch only a few bass due to
the high winds howling across
the lake. We did get to see
some fine turkey habitat and
learn quite a bit about
proposed turkey restocking
programs. We were guests at
a barbecue held by a local club




NELL TUCK AND OLE 248—Nell
 luck, of Mayfielo
caught this 14 lb. bass on a worm do
wn by number four
at Ken Lake. The bass had a Murray Bas
s Club tag in its
mouth. Murray Bass is involved in a 
release program in
which they attempt to return all fish tak
en in their tour-
naments to the lake in good shape. 
Ole 248 is living
proff that the program is working. 
Keep up the good
work Murray Bass dudes'
BOAT SLIP
RENTALS
Be the first to rent
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Located W Railroad Avenue 753-
1933
Taylor Motors
301 S 4th 753-1372
Murray, lb/.
2 No Essi thy 94 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.
Home of the longggg dozen
FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
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Piirinia Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURE GRAYSON McCLURI
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UPSET WINNER — Candy Jackson, only a seventh grader, upset eighth-seeded Jeanette Rorie of Christian County 6-1 and 7-6 in
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REACHES QUARTERS — Khn Try/elan of the Murray Nigh
tennis team reached the quarterfinals in the singles of the
Regional Tournament held at Murray State University Friday.
Trevathan won both his matches in straight sets.




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
There was a major upset
Friday in the Regional High
School Tennis Tournament.
Relax. Mel Purcell didn't
lose.
The rain lost in split sets to
the sun.
After a delay of at least
three hours, the skies finally
cleared and the courts finally
got dry enough for the tourney
to begin on the Murray State
Tennis Complex.
And the fact that it didn't
rain any more was the biggest
upset of the day. Otherwise,
things went about as expected.
In the boys' singles, top-
seeded Mel Purcell of Murray
High cruised to a 6-0, 6-0
second round win over Greg
Cook of Mayfield. Purcell
drew a first round bye.
Also in the boys' play, Kim
Trevathan of Murray High
won two matches. He defeated
Brent Dame of McLean
county 6-0 and 6-0 and then
ripped Andy Stahr of Mayfield
6-2 and 6-1. Both Purcell and
Trevathan will play their
quarterfinal matches today.
In the double, the Murray
duo of Mark Homra and Brad
Boone won their first round
match by default then fell 6-2
and 6-1 in the quarterfinals to
Barlow and Dotson of
Mayfield.
The top-seeeded team of
John Dallam and Mark Taylor
of Tilghman, last year's
runnerups in the State Tennis
Tournament, won their only
match.
There were two mild upsets
in the girls' singles. Number
six-seeded Jackie Renaud of
St. Mary was upset 6-3 and 6-2
by Mitzi Nichols of Caldwell
County. Seventh-seeded Susan
Whittington of Tilghman fell 7-
5 and 6-0 to Robyn Burke of
Morgan Leads Reds To 9-0 Win Over LA
By KEN siAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Joe Morgan spent a bad
week out of the Cincinnati
Reds' lineup—and made the
Los Angeles Dodgers pay for
it.
Back in action despite
lingering back spasms,
Morgan hurt the Dodgers with
a three-run homer as the Reds
took a 9-0 decision Friday
night in the opener of their big
four-game series at River-
front Stadium.
"You can't sit around on this
club, they'll drive you crazy,"
said Morgan. "In Los Angeles,
I let a couple of balls go
through my legs. The next day
Pete Rose and Tony Perez put
a waste basket in front of my
locker."
The Dodgers are the team
that Morgan loves to
hate—and loves to hit as well.
"It's more fun to play the
Los Angeles Dodgers,- says
Cincinnati's Most Valuable
Player. "Some games are like
a World Series."
Friday night's game was a
virtual World Series for rookie
Green, Maltbie Share Lead
In Memorial Golf Tourney
DUBLIN, Ohio (AP) —
Hubert Green and Roger
Maltbie, the leaders through
two rounds of Jack Nicklaus'
new creation, the $200,000
Memorial Golf Tournament,
have diametrically opposed
views on the way to play the
murderously-tough Muirfield
Village layout. '
"Sure I have a strategy,"
said the chipper Maltbie, the
1975 rookie of the year.
"Play it chicken. Just try to
keep it on the short grass."
No way, said Hubert.
"Attack it," he said. "This
course is gonna get you sooner
or later. You might as well get
going after it instead of laying
back."
Green's bold approach has
produced 13 birdies—five of
them .in Friday's second
round—through the first 36
holes of this event that seems
to be destined to become one
of golf's classics. His leading
141 total, however, is only
three under par. He's also
been saddled with six bogeys
and two double bogeys. Green
scrambled and struggled to a
'round of par 72 in the chilly,
blustery winds and occasional
drizzling rain Friday.
"On this course you're
gonna make some bogeys and
double bogeys," shrugged the
lanky guy who reeled off three
consecutive victories earlier
this season. "All you can do is
shake your head and go on to
the next hole."
Maltbie has _ a more
conservative approach to the
7,072 yards of manmade
rolling hills and narrow
fairways, lined by giant old
walnut trees and laced by a
meandering creek. Over the
tiny greens, slick as a frozen
pond, he has produced a more
believable total of nine birdies
and seven bogeys. He's just
one off the pace at 142 after a
second-round 71.
Close friends Don Bies, the
first round leader, and Rod
Funseth were at 143 and were
the only other men in the
select, invitational field able
to master par for two trips
over this menacing monster of
a layout that is proving to be
the toughest the touring pros
encounter all season.
Bies stumbled to a 75 while
Funseth shot the best round of
the tournament, a spectacular
67 that included only 31





For More Shopping Convenience
Come .11ii & browse. See the new shops in the new Dixieland Shopping Center addition.
For leasing information on future store space phone
Pat Zachry, too. He tamed the
Dodgers on five hits.
"I had so much adrenalin I
had to calm myself down,"
said Zachry. "The energy was
there. It was just a matter of
whether the ability was."
Elsewhere in the National
League, the , Philadelphia
Phillies beat the Montreal
Expos 10-3; the St. Lotus
Cardinals blanked the New
York Mets 6-0 and the San
Francisco Giants stopped the
San Diego Padres 5-0. Two
games were rained
out—Pittsburgh at Chicago
and Houston at Atlanta.
George Foster also slam-
med a three-run homer as
Cincinnati pounded Don
Sutton and Mike Marshall for
12 hits. The victory moved
Reds within one game of the
Dodgers the National
League West.
Phillies 10, Expos 3
Dave Cash and Mike Sch-
midt each drove in two runs
and Ron Reed pitched five
innings of effective relief as
Philadelphia beat Montreal
for its 14th victory in 17
games. Reed came in with two
on in the fifth, retired three
batters in a row and went on to
earn his third victory by
allowing two hits, striking out
one and walking none.
Cardinals 6, Mets 0
Willie Crawford's grand
slam and a two-run homer by
Bake McBride backed a three-
hit performance by John
Curtis and powered St. Louis
over New York. Curtis, who
pitched a one-hitter against
San Diego in 1974, hurled
hitless ball until Dave
Kingman stroked a ground
single to left leading off the
seventh. Two outs later, Roy
Steiger lined a single to left
but Curtis protected his
shutout by getting Mike
Phillips to ground to first
base.
Giants 5, Padres 0
John Montefusco hurled a
three-hitter to pitch San
Francisco over San Diego.
Two singles by Tito Fuentes
and one by Willie Davis were
the only 3 hits off the 26-year-
old San Francisco pitcher.
who improved his record to 6-
3. Only three Padres reached
second base.
Rangers Pitcher Umbarger
Gets Help From Fence
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
Texas Rangers pitcher Jim
Umbarger was well aware
that his eight-hit, 4-0 triumph
over the Minnesota Twins
could just as easily have been
an 11-hit, 4-3 squeaker;
"Three balls they hit would
have been out of here last
year," said the Texas left-
hander, properly thankful to
the men who moved the fences
back at Bloomington's
Metropolitan Stadium during
the offseason. "I had some
help."
The help came from a
number of Rangers players.
Jeff Burroughs cracked. a
three-run, first-inning home
run to give Umbarger all the
runs he needed, then the
Texas defense took over to
help their pitcher record the
team's third consecutive
victory.
"The defense was great,"
said Rangers Manager Frank
Lucchesi. "There was no way
I was going to take him
lUmbarger ) out if they didn't
get any runs." •
Minnesota didn't get any
through some dazzling plays.
Texas left fielder Torn Grieve
cut down Craig Kusick at the
plate after a single by Steve
Brye in the fourth and later
tracked down two well-hit
balls that would have been out
of the stadium last year.
Third baseman Roy Howell
and shortstop Toby Harrah
also turned in solid defensive
plays which boosted
Umbarger's record to 5-3,
extended his string of
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on all make hearing
aids, plenty of free
parking. For house
calls dial 47441474
kept the Rangers within one-
half game of tle Kansas City
Royals in the American
League's West Division.
Elsewhere in AL action,
Oakland blasted Chicago 11-0,
Kansas City blanked
California 341, New York
snapped Ron LeFlore's hitting
streak at 30 games while
downing Detroit 9-5,
Baltimore topped Boston 4-1,
and the Cleveland-Milwaukee
game was rained out.
Burroughs' home run was
preceded by Harrah's run
scoring single off Steve
Luebber, 0-2. Minnesota
managed a threat in the fourth
until Grieve wiped Kusick out
at the plate, then put runners
at first and second with one
out in the eighth before
Umbarger fanned Dan Ford
and Kusick • to get out of
trouble.
A's 11, White Sox 0
Phil Garner, Sal Bando,
Billy Williams and Ken
McMullen hit home runs to
back Stan Bahnsen's six-hit
pitching and lead the A's over
the White Sox.
Campbell 6-1 and 6-1, before
upsetting Rorie.
Also for Murray High
Robyn Burke won her first
match by edging Vanessa
Dixon of Henderson County 6-4
and 6-4 before upsetting
Whittington.
The number one doubles
pair of Kathy Outland and
Jill Austin of Murray won
their only match by creaming
Bugg-Alvis of Henderson
County 6-0 and 6-0.
Outland-Austin will meet
Kissner-Bruce of Hopkinsville
today in the semifinals. The
singles and doubles chant -
pions will advance to the State
Tournament which will be
played next week.
Murray while eighth-seeded
Jeanette Rorie of Christian
County fell 6-1 and 7-6 to
Candy Jackson of Murray.
The longest match of the
day found third-seeded Denise
Kelso of St. Mary winning a
three-hour marathon over
unseeded Selene Mahaffey of
Fort Campbell, 5-7,6-2 and 6-4.
Top-seeded Mendy Jackson
of Henderson City had no
trouble as she won her only
match while second-seeded
Cathy Summers of Henderson
City also won easily.
Summers will square off
against Candy Jackson of
Murray in the quarterfinals.
Jackson won her first match
by ripping Ann Sutton of Fort
°
BALLET DANCING - Susan Whittington of Paducah Tilghman
does the ballet on the net in her match against Robyn Burke of
Murray. Burke won the match in straight sets.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
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Teller-24 will be open for your convenience - all
weekend - Saturday, Sunday and Monday -at both the





A man who went broke in business
said: "I blame it all on advertising."
His friend replied: "What do you
mean? You never did any advertising."
"I know," the man answered. "But
my competitors did!"
Only A Mint Can Afford
Not to Advertise
The Murray Ledger & Times
Phone 753-1919
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Anderson Holds Top Starting
Spot In Patriot 300 Running
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) —
A Midwest racing star held the
No. 1 starting position today
for the Patriot 300, which
serves as a prelude to Sun-
day's running of the World 600
stock car race.
John Anderson of Warren,
Mich., grabbed the pole for
today's $76,000 Championship
Modified event, qualifying his
Chevrolet Monza at an
average speed of 161.439 miles
per hour.
His speed was about two
miles an hour faster than
David Pearson's tour of the
1.5-mile Charlotte Motor
Speedway, which won him
$11,000 and the pole position
for the NASCAR Grand








served as the leadoff event for
the weekend of racing.
Reins, who started from the
pole in a Chevrolet Monza,
crossed the finish line about 10
seconds ahead of Donald
Sparks, whose Mustang was
the only other car to share the
lead in the race.
The Baby Grand division
victory was worth $3,600 to
Reins.
One highlight of the race
was the entry of Lillian
Vandiver, first woman to
drive in a NAS-CAR Baby
Grand event and first to
compete at the Charlotte
track.
The 29-year-old brunette is
the sister of race driver Jim
Vandiver. Although , she
dropped out of the 80-lap race
on the 52nd circuit after the
water pump froze on her
Vega, she finished 29th and
won $80.
"I liked it. I'm going to look
for a sponsor now," she told
newsmen after the race.
In other activity at the track
Friday, the last 10 starting
positions for Sunday's 600
were filled in the third round
of time trials.
Rookie Terry Ryan, who
crashed into a wall during the
first day of qualifying Wed-
nesday, put his Chevrolet in
position No. 31 with an
average speed of 154.789
m.p.h.
It was the 12th best speed in
the field of 40 starters.
Janet Guthrie, who qualified
her Chevrolet 27th to become
the first woman entered in a
major stock car race, ran a
few more practice laps
Friday, looking toward the big
one Sunday.
Afterward, her crew pulled
the engine to work on a broken
valve spring, but the problen
was not expected to cause an:,
serious trouble.
She said she planned 1,
watch today's Patriot 300 !tact
to pick up some pointers.
Three Unknowns Share
Lead In LPGA Tourney
By GORDON BEARD
AP Sports Writer
BALTIMORE (API — Now
that Gerda Boykin, Hollis
Stacy and Sharon Miller have
straightened out their golf
games, perhaps they'd better
brush up a bit on acceptance
speeches.
They share the halfway lead
in the Ladies Professional
Golf Association Cham-
pionship and the leaders of the
72-hole tourney can hardly be
classified as household words.
Going into today's third
round tied at four-under-par
142 and with a shot at. the
$8,000 first prize on Sunday,
the leaders showed a com-
bined two victories for more
than 22 years on the tour.
For the year, Miss Stacy
ranked 13th on the money-
winning list with $13,664, Mrs.
Boykin was 70th at $1,547 and
Miss Miller 73rd with $1,451.
Betty Burfeindt also had a
chance to tie for the lead
Friday, but she missed a
birdie putt on the 18th green
and wound up one stroke back
at 143 after posting a 72.
Chako Higuchi of Japan was
fifth at 144, one stroke ahead
of first-round leader Laura
'Baugh, who followed her 68
with a 77, Carole Jo Skala and
Murle Breer. Judy Rankin,
who tops the money list this
year at $61,191, was with
defending champion Kathy
Whitworth in a seven-way tie
for 12th place at 147.
The original field of 98 was
cut to 54 for the final two
rounds and among those
failing to make the 152 cutoff
was Amy Alcott, last year's
Rookie of the Year who moved
to fifth on the 1976 money list
after winning the I.PGA
Classic last week.
ART OF THE BACKHAND - One of the strong suites f
or Robyn Burke of the Murray High tennis
team is her backhand which she displays here. Burke 
won two matches Friday in straight sets.
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IN A BEAUTIFUL STAINED
WESTERN RED CEDAR
SIZE 30121 1 2-177'
BANKAMERICAPO
Dibbs Carries Last Hope For
Americans In Italian Open
By ENRICO JACOMIN I
Associated Press Writer
ROME (API — Fourth-
seeded Eddie Dibbs of Miami
carried the last American
hope to win the Italian
International Tennis Open into
the semifinals today after a
controversy led to the ouster
of countryman Harold
Solomon.
Solomon, of Silver Springs,
Md., was leading hometown
idol Adrian() Panatta of Italy
2-6, 7-5, 5-4 in their quarter-
final match Friday when it
ended over a dispute on a line
call.
Solomon said deupty referee
Carlo Nistri threw him out
after repeatedly asking him to
resume play. Nistri said he
gave Solomon the alternative
to play or leave, and Solomon
walked off the center court at
Foro Italic° amidst the jeers
of several thousand fans.
The quarrel was over a ball
which fell in the neighborhood
of the baseline; linesman Pino
Cosimo said it fell on the line.
Solomon argued the call
and, after several minutes of
gesturing with Nistri, he left
the court.
The match had been
perhaps the best seen in the
quarter-finals here.
Also well-played was the
battle between former
Wimbledon champions John
Newcombe of Australia and
Jan Kodes of Czechoslovakia.
Newcombe won 6-3,6-4.
Top-seeded Guillermo Vilas
of Argentina missed an in-
credible number of volleys
and smashes before downing
Corrado Barazzutti of Italy 6-
4,7-6.
Dibbs had to battle before
downing Mark Edmondson of
Australia, although
Edmondson staggered
throughout the match, limping
badly from a leg cramp in the
last three games of their
match. Dibbs won 6-7, 6-4, 6-4.
Dibbs plays Vilas in the
semifinals today and
Newcombe takes on Panatta.
Leslie Hunt of Australia and
Mira Jausovec of Yugoslavia
meet in the women's singles
final today. In the semis, the
Australian girl beat Florenta
Mihai of Romania 6-3, 6-3, and
Miss Jausovec beat Regina
Marsikova of Czeckslovakia 7-
5,6-1.
CINCINNATI (API — The
Cincinnati Bengals have
signed their second round
draft choice Glenn Bujnoch, a
6-foot-5, 257-pound guard from
Texas A&M.
Terms of the contract were
not disclosed.
The Bengals have now
signed nine of 24 players
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Ajax® Cleanser
Cleanser, bleaches out
stains, cuts grease in drains
Ajax4 has a patented bleach





ScotTowels, heavy paper for
heavy work 84, 1 -ply sheets,
60-sq ft total Hurry. save
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With deepest gratitude... we set aside
this day in memory of all the men...
throughout ou'i'nation's history... who
came to the aid of their country when-
ever it was in danger, and put their
lives on the line to defend the way . *
.of life that America stands for.
We pledge ourselves to uphold It.
(Please Note: An attempt has been made to obtain a
complete list of Calloway County's war dead. If any of our
war dead are not listed here, please call the Ledger & Times
and their names will appear on the next Memorial Day along
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SUMMER SCHEDULE
CALLOWAY CO BOOKMOBILE
j'Bowen, Kennetlr(Graharn Road) 
Gargus, Sherril (Graham Road) 







FIRST MONDAY Open 3:00 400
Futrell, Van 9:30 10:30 THIRD MONDAY
Pottertown _ 11:00 12:00 Huie, Meadow . 6th Street) 
9;30 10: 00
Steele, George ( Panorama Shores) 12:30 1:00 Trevathan, Rut.h ( 406 Sycamore) 10:00
10:30
Bonner's Grocery ( Pottertovm Hgwy.) 1:00 2:00 Millet,Era and Vera ( Sycamore St.) 10:30
11:00
Open 2:30 3:00 Nix, Rue & Mrs. Kuhn (Irvan Street) 
11:00 11.30
Calhoun, John ( Providence Conununity) 3:30 4:00 Lyons, Otnie (15th Street) 11:30
12:00
- nig TUESDAY Ellis Drive - 1:00 2:30
Morton, Bob ( Lynn Grove) 9:00 10:30 McReynolds, Edna (11th Street, Ext.) 2:30
3:00
Lynn Grove Grocery -. 10:30 11:45 Trevathan, Otie (11th Street, Ext.) 3:00
3:30
Ross, Ray (Stella Community) 12:30 1:30 Dortch, Jo ( Wiswell Road) 3:30
4:00
Madrey, Ernest (Stella Community) 2:00 2:30 THIRD TUESDAY
Gingles, Lowell (Penny Community) 2:30 3:00 Stella Community 
9:00 3:30
Cunningham, Danny (Penny Community) 3:00 4:00 Letterrnans ( Poor Farm Road) 3:3
0 4:30
Crouse, Elvin ( Penny Community) 4:00 4:30 THIRD WEDNESDAY
FIRST WEDNESDAY University Day Care Center (15th St.) 9:30
10:30
Dexter Community 9:30 12:00 Casos (Tobacco Community) 1030
11:30
Harrison, Dan ( Alrno Community) 1:00 4:30 Canterbury Estates 1:3
0 3:30
FIRST THURSDAY Daily (Sycamore Street) 3:30
4:00
Black, Eddie (Coldwater Road) 9:30 10:30 THIRD THURSDAY
Haley, Bob (county Line Road) 10:30 11:00 Mrs. White (Hazel Community) 
9:00 3:30
Darnell ( Coldwater Conununity 1 11:00 12:00 Buchanan 
3:30 4:30
Bazzell, Sue (Coldwater Community) 1:00 2:00 FOURTH MONDAY
Mrs. Baker ( Coldwater Community) 2:00 2:30 AELC Day Care ( Ryan Avenue) 9:3
0 10:30
Willies, Edward ( Penny Road) 3:00 4:00 Jack & Jill Day Care ( 14th Street) 10:3
0 11:30
Feltner ( Graham Road) 4:00 4:30 Hill (Kirksey Community) 10
0 2:00
SECOND MONDAY Townsend (Kirksey Community) 2:30
3:30
Wiseheart's Grocery (Concord Community) .... 9:30 11:00 Open 3:30
4:30
Bonner, J. T. ( Concord Community) 11:00 11:30 FOURTH TUESDAY
Jarrett, Odell (Concord Community) 11:30 12:30 Ross, Robert ( Dexter Community) 9:0
0 10:30
Kingings ( Concord Community ) 12:30 1:00 Grogan, Steve (Shiloh Community) 11:
30 12:30
Hamlin Grocery (Hamlin, Kentucky) 1:30 4:00 Garland (Irvin Cobb Road) 1:00
2:00
SECOND TUESDAY Wood ( Coldwater Road) 2:00 3
:00
Bazzell, Howard ( Kirksey Community 9:30 10:30 Open 3:0
0 4:00
Harrison, Perry ( Kirksey Community) 10:30 12:00 Whaley ( Guthrie Drive) 4:0
0 4:30
Miller, Hugh (Green Plain Road) 1:00 2:00 FOURTH WEDNESDAY
Canon, Audrey ( Locust Grove Community) 2:00 3:00 Grogan ( Hazel Community) 
9:30 10:30
Houston, Jetta ( Locust Grove Community) 3:00 3:30 Taylor's (Crossland) 
10:30 12:00
Hale, Opal ( Locust Grove Community) 3:30 4:30 Murray Manor 1:0
0 2:00
SECOND WEDNESDAY Kirkwood Drive ,. 2:30 3
:30
Kirksey School Yard 9:00 3:30 Open 3:3
0 4:30
Fones, Mary ( Penny Road) . 3:30 4:30 FOURTH THURSDAY
SECOND THURSDAY Open 9:30 1
2:30
Charlie Brown Nursery ( Olive Street) 9:30 10:30 West View Nursing Home 1:0
0 3:00
Tuckers (Kirksey Community) 11:00 12:00 Farmer Avenue -4:00
4:30
Pt %NA I % * 21
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Additional 5% Off For Cash
All Sales Final

















30 to X% OFF
Regular $389.00 Sofa





















Use McBride's Revolving 1.harge
Bank Financing Available
451 South Sixteenth Street
Paducah, K.
Open Mos.-Ssi..9-:x ridgy t-1.34 4 vn. I.
LOVE SEATS
30 to 70% OFF
Regular S299.00 ILOVI' Si a I




30 to 70% OFF
s. surd $219 I hair..
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Houle 1, Box 39 Far-
mington, Ky. 345-2366
Just off 564 between
Farmington and High-


























rental space available at









American Legion Hall in
Mayfield. Ky. May 29,
1976 at 8:00-12:00. Music
by Jerry Carder, Mike





















FlIt t k LOAD SALE,
pickup truck tires. Hi-
Way tread. 700x15" 6
ply $24.36 + $2.83 FE
Ta 750‘16- - 8 ply
$31.23 + $3.59 FE Tax.
Trarrion . typed 4 ply
whitewall, G78x15"
--42104 + $2.58 FE Tax.
H78x15" $22.28 + $2.80
FE Tax. 700x15" - 6 ply
$28.27 + $3.16 FE Tax.
750x16 - 8 ply $37.39 +











































20 More seine 32 Egyptian rwi-
22 Dens live
24 Whips 33 Turn away2is oist.rigu,shecl 34 Egg dish
Service 35 Gurney
Order (abbr t 37 Soeck
28 Man s name 38 omen date



























5 Lost And Found
Lost PAIR of two tone
glasses of black and
clear Monday night 304
N. 5th. Call 753-3822
Reward.
Answer to Ff Kiss s Puzzle




















5 Lost And Found
LOST TAFFY colored
Cocker Spaniel in
vicinity of Doran Rd.
Call 753-7145.
LOST U.S. Mail sign off
car. Need for safety.
Please call 753-6086.
6. Help Wanted
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.
Call Zone manger, 753-
5550.






and include 3 refetences





to start. Must be bet-
ween ages 17 and 26 For
























A public seryire nf this newspaper The ii S Department
of Triiir %donation and The Advertising Council
.29• 74
WANT woman to stay










force and we need
two representatives
in this area. No can-
vassing. Qualified
leads supplies free. If
you are the right per-
son, you will be
trained in ow- suc-
cessful method of
sales. If you are 21 or
over, and willing to
work hard to earn














Electric 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
b. Articles For Sale
WEED EATER, $29.95, Le •







34.49 + 2.49 FE Tax. FR
78 x 14" - 36.06 + 2.69.
GR 78 x 14" or 15" -37.92
+ 2.97 FE Tax. HR 78 x
14" or 15" - 39.58 + 3.15
FE Tax. I.R 78 x 15" -








with orange yarn. 72" x
84", 573/4" x 47". Call
753-7982.
CLEAN EXPENSIVE





Western Auto home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop." 
FRESH CUT OAK bean
poles and tomato stakes
Can be seen at 609
Sycamore
PLENTY OF FOUR FT.
fluorescent light with
reflectors, heavy duty
type. Like new. Call or
see James D. Futrell
days 753-7668, nighLs 753-
2394.









beds with bookshelf at
headboard. Single
$65.00. Set $100. Call 753-
2649.
CURVED FRONT claw
foot oak china cebinet
walnut secretary,




and Service, 500 Maple



















TD 14-A dozer for sale.
Good condition. Call 345-
2666.
JOHN DEERE six row
rotary hoe. Call 435-4467
after 8 p.m.
715 INTERNATIONAL
combine with 14' grain
header. Call 345-2666.







to fit all cultivators.




FOUR ROW John Deere
cultivator. Call 753-3696.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing





boat, 40 h.p. Johnson
motor, all aluminum
trailer. Top condition,
ready for the lake. Call
753-7846.
16' BOAT TRAILER, like
new. 14' V-hull
aluminum boat. Call 437-
4573.
1971 RUNABOUT, NEW
back to back seats,
astro-turf all through 80
h.p. outboard. See at no.









Plastic put under house.




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Helthopedic or foam.




XI2511 Honda 1975. $750.00








and chairs. Call 753-0663.
REX'S WORM FARM,
Irvin Cobb Road, (High-
way 732), red worms,
Canadian Night
Crawlers. Phone 436-











Sale. The Wide Ones
with raised white let-
ters, guaranteed.
G70X14" or 15" -25.78 +
2.87 FE Tax. G60x14" or
15-27.59 + 3.01 FE Tax.
1,60x14" or 15" - 30.46 +
3.58. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.
16' GLASSPAR boat and
trailer, $575.00. CB
walkie talkie 23 channel,
also accordiaa Call 436-
2516. •
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.







turn table, with an-
tiskate control, cueing
lever, counter balance
tone arm, AM-FM tuner
and 90 -Watt amplifier.
$250 Call 753-1469.
27 Mobile Home Sales





Riviera Cts. Priced to
sell quickly. Call 767-
4055.
MOBILE HOME for sale,
1973 model 12' x 52' two
bedroom, all electric,
central heat, air con-
ditioned. Call 436-5854.
1971 KINGS WOOD 12 x 65,
2 bedroom, 2 baths,
central heat and air. All
electric. Call 489-2317 or
489-2666 or 489-2348.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.




12 x 54 TWO BEDROOM,
air condition, un-
derpinned. Strapped, 120
x 140 private lot. Call
after 5 p.m 753-8113.
TWO LARGE LOTS. 12 x
60 mobile home, all





MOBILE HOME for sale
or rent. Two bedroom,
lot 78 - shady Oak.
Paducah, call 1-4424416
after 4p.m.
1973 ATLAN11C 12 x 65,
excellent condition.
Central heat and air.
Call 753-9447 after 6 p.m.






Riviera Cts. Priced to
sell quickly. Call 767-
4055.
_
1972 MOBILE HOME, 12
x 60. all electric. Call
489-2317 ,ir 489-2348 or
489-26aa
28 Hedtirti, & Cuoimi
6,000 BTU AIR Condition.
$75.00. Call 753-1358,
ROOM SIZE air con-
dition. Call 753-4171 days
or 753-9867 nights.
Atli- CONDITION sale,
Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000




ware across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM, 12 x 55,
mobile home, 10 miles
East of Murray off
Highway 94 East.
Couples only, no pets.





31. Want To Rent
WAN1"10 LEASE air
cured tobacco acreage.
Call 435-4592 or 436-5672.
LOOKING FOR FUR-
NISHED 2 bedroom
house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753
32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-




753-1221 or after 5:00
p.m. 753-2863.
1600 WISWELL Road






utility room, bath. $175
month, 753-3865.
FURNISHED APART-





APARTMENT on 5)-2 7th
and Vine. Call 753-2818.
EFFICIENCY APAR-
TMENT, summer
school or longer term.



















MENT, 304 N 4th. Call
753-8175.





ments, South 16th. Call
753-6609.
34 Houses For Rent
SEVEN ROOM HOUSE
for rent. Call 753-2299.
FIVE ROOM HOUSE in
town, yard and garden.
Available June 15.
Settled couple or retired
with references. Deposit
required. Call between 7




Bernard VI year old
dog, and two Wire-
Haired Fox Terrier, 34
years old and 7 years
old. Must sell. Call 753-
6235 after 5:30.
ARC PUG PUPPIES.
Fawn with black mask,
$100.00. Solid black,
$150.00. Six weeks old on
June 4th. Stud Service
available. call 753-4470
after 5 p m.
38 Pets • Supplies
BEAGLES-GUN Dogs
and puppies. All shots.
Ideal children's pets. H.
D. Hudson, Puryear,
Tenn. 247-5213.























lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
41. Public Sales
MOVING-GAltAGE
SALE Saturday, May 29,
9-5. 1513 Dudley.
GARAGE SALE Satur-
day 8 to 8. Building
materials and equip-






TENTS Auction at 111
South 10th, Murray. On
June 5, 1976 at 2:00 p.m.
Property cannot be seen
until day of sale. Wayne
Wilson Auctioneer.
1=1E1
NICE MOBILE HOME on
Highway 280 near East
Elementary School. Two
bedroom, central
electric heat, patio, wall
to wall carpeting, city
water, built-in range
and outside storage. All
on extra large lot. Call




this fine 20 acre farm
with a 4 bedroom home
will be just right for
your family. There is a
creek that flows year
around to provide water
for cattle or horses.
Farm could be used for
a hog operation. The
property is located on
the Tucker-Garland
Road about two miles
north of Ky. 121.
Immediate possession.
John C. Neubauer Real





REALTY, 711 Main. We
have recently sold five
farms in Calloway
County and have had
many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Bill Kop-
perud, 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a





Plies crty ronyveriuu es in
tais I bedroom briri I' ,
bark how. 10(.044 4.1 Lynn




1700 sq. h. elvelliel with
btu...nerd, walkout frontage
on both bid, 7 bedrooms
7 baths (TOO rrouilll rioyor






SELL YOUR HOME. Just
listed new home nedring
completion in 'Can-
terbury Estates, this is a
custom built 3 bedroom,
2 bath with pella win-










personal, full time Real
Estate Service.
35 ACRES NEAR- Ky.
Lake, Kirby Jennings
Trail. $400 per acre.
,Address to P. 0. Box
32H, Murray.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th
at Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to
serve you plus twenty
years exclusive real
estate experience. Call
753-1651 or come by our
office. We like to talk
REAL ESTATE.
43 Real te
ON 641 SOUTH, 10 room, 4
br., 2 bath, brick home
with den, dining room,
and full basement. Wall
to wall carpet, and lots
of extras. On acres.
At rear of property is a 5
car clean-up shop with
air compressor, heaters,
furniture for office, and
coke machine. Call Guy
Spann Realty for ap-
pointment, 753-7724.
44 Lots For Sale
BY OW NER-LOTS for
mobile homes on Ky.
Lake and pear Murray.




Barkley lot in Rock-
castle Slif.res. Lot 10
Secti011 R, $7,000.00.
Contak t: A. James
Wilkins, 112 Bradford
Dr., li.wte 3, Cynthiana,
Ky. 41031. Call 606-234-
6130
CANTERBURY LOT
with trees in city. Call
753-6183 after 3:30p.m.
Kopperud Realty is pleased to announce that:
George S. Gallagher
is now associated with our firm as a full-time, licen-
sed Sales Representative. Mr. Gallagher retired
from U. S. Federal Service in 1973 after thirty-two
years. He is a candidate for a Bachelor's Degree in
Real Estate from Murray State University. He and






Are you Physically Fit?
Why Not Get in Shape
Physical conditioning and weight lif-
ting instructions being offered starting




One mile from Murray on old Murray-Paris
Road. Over 1 acre tract and 12 x 52 mobile home
with storm windows, central heat and air.
Double garage with electric door opener. Large
concrete patio. underpinned with good storage
building. Blacktop drive, completely furnished
with plenty of shade, flowers and shrubs, ex-
cellent condition. Set for perrnenant living. Must
be seen to be appreciated.





Furnished and unfurnished apart-
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45. Farms For Sale
155 ACRES located 1 mile
South of Sedalia, Ky. on
blacktop road. Known as
Dr. Kirksey farm. 125






House, 6 rooms with
bath, front and back
porch, lot 175 x 100
1 6 1 4 College Form
Road. Call 75,3 3871
crfter 4:30 p.m.
S.
46. Homes For Sale
Brightly decorated

















bath brick lake front
home at Lakeway





garage on 1 acre lot near
Coldwater. Call 489-2617
or 345-2292.






311CA X 31E" X 30 3111:,




Cboroilto 4 hodress, 2 berb
Mom ea lisp weer lot
ow MO NSW mal pubic
tennis courts C.aara
oaa•drt warp unal Ise Mont
Loupe It•Ing Maws rose
cashew)** imaamieat
kitties writ ewes ores
nod SAM eppleems. Car-
peted rbrompiwe Imre
Moo IS' 3IY bedroom 22'
I 25' rarentien ream. Cad
753-7153.
S. 
BY OWNER 4 bedroom,
brick, sunken living
room, dining room, den,











3 upstairs, closet in
each, one cedar
closet. Two kitchens,
2 baths, utility room,
sun porch, half
basement, electric
heat, 2 car garage
with workshop.




frame house with 1
car garage. Central






Leceta in [Kay. Phew
dors 753-11512, eights 753-
1441).
46. Homes For Sale




f urnace, fireplace an
garage. Priced to sel








by Gesso Johnson (11 years experience)
Specializing in
•All types of automotive glass.
•Condenser & gas tank repair.
209 S. 7th 753-1751
Check Our Prices First!
OWNER SACRIFICING -
leaving city - brick
residence - exclusive




HOUSE AND LOT. Three
bedroom, and out-
building, 3 miles Nor-
theast of Farmington. 12
miles from Murray.




BRICK, central air and
heat (gas), all kitchen
built-ins, washer and
dryer, large family
room, 11/2 baths, patio,
gas grill, " fenced
backyard, and growing
garden. Home located in
Bagwell Subdivision on
quiet street. Call 753-
1888 for appointment.
47. Motorcycles
1972 HONDA CBIOS, new




miles. $625. Call 753-
7550





Sport. 750 CC. 6,000




Sale. 4 ply polyester
white wall premiug.
grade, guaranteed.
A78x13" - 15.99+1.74 FE
Tax. C78x13" - 16.88 +
2.27 FE Tax. E78x14" -
18.25 + 2.27. F78x14" -
18.95 + 2.39. G78x14" or
15" - 20.88 + 2.58.
H78x15" - 21.88 + 2.80.
L78:15" - 23.99 + 3.08.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.
49 Used Cars rir Trucks
VACATION TIME is
station wagon time. 1968
Ford LTD, good- con-
dition. $675.00. Call 753--
0605.
1972 MAVERICK 4 door, 6
cylinder, automatic.
$1,095. 1972 Toyota 4




Local owner, priced to












"Mn. CM! kAtA s, P.1.441. ) CA/49
AND CIZOSSON/t IRS "






conditon. Call days 753-
1362, night 436-5380.
1172 ELECTRA Coupe, all





TRUCK AND VAN for
sale. 1971 Dodge
Sportsman, customized
van. Power brakes and
steering, new motor less
than 200 miles old. Also
1952 Chevrolet pickup
new motor overhaul,
good tires. Can be seen
at 505 South 6th St.
Public Sale
Used School Buses & Truck Chassis
Monday, May 31, 1976, 10:00 a.m.
Clarksville, Tennessee
LOCATION OF SALE: Clkultsville-Montgomery County School System Main-
tenance Warehouse located in the New Providence Area on Plum and "B-
Streets. Going toward Fort Campbell, after crossing Red River Bridge at the
top of the hill, turn left at either Plum Street or Oak Street and go to the end of
the street.
SCHOOL BUSES
1 1959 International 66 passenger No. 71
2 1962 International 66 passenger No. 74 L No 35
31964 International 66 passenger No. 77
1 1965 International 60 passenger No. 85
1 1965 Dodge 66 passenger No. 26
1 1 966 Dodge 66 passenger No. 28
1 1951 GMC 2 Ton Truck Chassis
TERMS Cash as is
SALE PROCEDURES: This will be a public sealed bid. Interested buyers may
inspect the buses on weekdays prior to the sale between the hours of 7:00 a.m.
and 4:00 p.m. Bidders may pick up bid forms at the Board of Education Office,
501 Franklin Street or at the location of sale. Bids will be opened at 10:00 a.m.
and awarded.
In the event of a tie bid, the tie bidders may verbally bid until the highest bid
is received.






Clarksville-Montgomery County School System  1
1967 PLYMOUTH
Belvedere II, one owner,
4 door, . all power,
au •.-ir dials,
lo a leanI
for ge. I. 753-





have to see it and drive
it to believe it! Call 753-





straight shift, 8500. Call
753-0605.
LOOK! What a $125 will
buy. 1967 two door Olds,

















New tires plus tape
player. Call 474-2241.
1962 MERCURY runs
good. Cheap. Call 753-














call 753-2287 after 5, 762-
2851 8 to 4:30...
1973 DODGE CHARGER,







mando," V6, 4 wheel
drive, with hard top,
good condition, $1,975.
Call 753-7405 after 6 p.m.
1970 PONTIAC LEMANS


















$12,000, firm. Call 492-
8149 after 5:30.
13' SCOTTY camper
sleeps 4. Call 753-2271.
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-
4904
18' SPRITE CAMPER
trailer, sleeps four, air,
stove, refrigerator,
heater all 7534183
after 3 36 p m.
1975 COACHMAN Travel










clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rugs






and exterior by the






















home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing









INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling




Four bedroom, 3 baths, dining room, living
room, big kitchen, lots of cabinet° Den with
fireplace, large recreation moll,. Two car
garage, 18' door, automatic door, 20*
driveway, well landscaped. Central heat and air,
completely carpeted. Redwood deck









or dry foam shampoo
method. We fully
guarantee all work to
customers satisfaction.
Call collect for free
estimates, 247-7333.
WILL BABYSIT for for 2





May 1, extremely good
rates. Call 753-1960.
Look at an the MI
RINSENVAC got out
of our carpet'
You II be amazed Wien you see
how realty deep down clean your
carpets can be RINSENVAC
rinses and vacuums out Ow and
prune so a sople sweep Cleans
the waY Pcolesstonais do-put at
a fraction CA Me cost'
For pretessmael came them"














glass table tops and
shelves. Also patio
doors, insulated glass.
M & G Complete Glass
Co. Call 753-8210 or 489-
2423.
CLOWNS FOR HIRE. All





and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p.m. Call 1-354-
8161 or 1-354-8138.








struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal. ror leveling.
spreading backfilling






4124, South 4th Street.
Across from Hi-
Burger.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.
Call 753-1980, D. 0
Parks.
-JOHN IS NO LONGER






















drapes, you pay only
for material Used:
Over 150 patterns, 15
per cent off during
month of May only. P.





On Kentucky Lake in Pine Bluff Shores, 10 x 55
Mobile home with nice view of lake. Excellent
condition. Central water and electric, un-
derpinned and large porch. Possession with
deed. Ready for use.





Now you can have a bathroom that is

























rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Septic tank
rock, rip-rap, decorated
rock, masonry and fill
sand. By load or ton.
Clifford Garrison, 753-




$2.00 per hour plus
parts. Mower blades
and saws sharpened
94 E. to 280 E. past saw
null road across bridge
first gravel road left 12
mile.
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates of your needs.
WILL DO HOUSEWORK
and sor'e yard work
Call 753-1495.
54 Free Column
FREE KITTEN and one
adult cat. 1707 Dodson
off Coldwater Rd.
FREE 1,2 Beagle puppy.





1517 Oxford Drive in Canterbury Estates. Three
bedroom brick, large study and family room,
living room, bath and half, central gas and air.
Plenty of storage and walk-in closets.











• • . as..O* la•••
-Wskims12.4111.1111100.ftor - ego eel
cow Nadia - .111.<00 "Can WWII
- 01400•4•11111•• aer. low.. Me *No 0.t.•-•fto
41. Wif foordati..080. is chaos o.
11.1,414 leaurell ram .4111.1 *110.1.9 is N1,04101
*PIO • ly0.1111 INAON Dab ddimMe• %OM 15 II .3 In -6.0• gt. im i wise or II .at) I. feu in "ow wort wt.ta, awe. wen
Bandi's Welding
153-0521 Industrial Rood Murray 753-6508
la • 
NOTICE WE ARE HAVING
A BIG OPEN HOUSE
Country living, Town style, city water, central
heat & air, wall to wall carpet, three bedrooms.
two baths, lots of closet space. Three new houses
to chose from, one has large family room with
fire place, all three houses are on two acre lots.
come out Saturday or Sunday from one to five p
m. We will sell or trade, take Highway 94 east
two miles, turn right on highway 280 three miles
to open house signs.
Guy Spann Realty
"Your Key People In Real Estate '
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Bro. John Dale To
Speak Sunday At
Church of Christ
Regular services will be
held at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ on Sunday
May 30, with Bro. Jon Dale as
the speaker, Ed Thomas
making the announcements,
and Jerry Bolls directing the
song service.
"The Lord's Supper: A
Memorial" will be the subject
of the morning sermon with
Jim Payne to read the
scripture from I Corinthians
11:23-29. Prayers will be led
by Sam Wylie and Harry
ussell.
The evening sermon topic
will be "Practical Lessons
From The Postage Stamp"
with the scripture from
Matthew 13:1-3a to be read by
Mitchell Mowery. Jim
Thurmond and Ken Farley
will lead in prayers.
Presiding for the Lord's
Supper will be Bob LaMastus
and Charles Lamb. Serving on
the Extension Department
will be Ted Howard, Jerry
Hurnphreys, Ken Humphreys,
and David Jewell.
Bible study will be at 9:40 a.
M. Sunday. Wednesday Bible
Study will be at 7:30 p.
Court Of Honor To
Be Held Tuesday
Boy Scout Troop 45 will have
a court of honor on Tuesday,
June 1, in the Gleaners Class
Room of the First United
Methodist Church.
A potluck supper will be
served in the social hall of the
church at 6:30 p.m. prior to
the court of honor.
Funerals
Mrs. Grace Jordan
Dies Friday At 79
Mrs. Grace Jordan of
Farmington Route One, died
at 1:30 p.m. Friday, at her
home. She was 79 years of age.
Mrs. Jordan was born on
March 20, 1897, in Calloway
County and her parents were
-. the late Bryant Jones and
Margaret Doran Jones. She
was married on December 24,
1915 to S. F. Jordan, who
survives. She was a member
of the Antioch Church of
Christ in Graves County.
Survivors are her husband
S. F. Jordan of Farmington
Route One; two daughters,
Mrs. E.S. ( Carlene) Usher of
Mayfield, and Mrs. Z. B.
( LaNita ) Russell of Kirksey
Route One; one son, Bryan
Jordan of Hardin; one sister,
Mrs. Susie Marine of Nash-
ville, Tennessee; six grand-
children and six great
grandchildren.
Funeral Services will be
held Sunday at 2:30 p.m. the
Antioch Church of Christ with
Bro. Al Colley and Bro. James
Shockley conducting the rites.
Burial will be in the Antioch
Cemetery.
The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home has charge of
arrangements and friends
may call at the funeral home
after two p.m. today, until the
funeral hour.
HISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home
delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger L Times by
530 p nu Monday friday or
by 3.30 p.m en Saturdays
e urqipti to cell 753-1916
between 5.30 p.m. end 6
p ion Monday Friday. or
3 30 pm and 4 p.m Satur
days to insure delivery of
the newspaper Calls must
bre placed by 6 p m week






today from the Bank of
Murray. For the past nine
years he has headed the
maintenance department for
the main offices of the bank in
downtown Murray.
A native of Cuba, he resides
at 1305 Poplar Street with his
vnfe, Maria, and their two
children, Victor, Jr. and
Lillian. Victor is affluent in
five languages and is well
known for his talents with food
Victor Olazabal
preparation, especially ice
cream. The bank employees
and their guests have enjoyed
the lunches which he has
prepared and served at the
Bank since 1967.
Six months ago. Olazabal
and his son, who is a junior at
Murray State University,
opened -Victors," a
restaurant located at Main
and 13th streits. The
restaurant specializes in some
Cuban dishes and features a
wide variety of sandwiches.
Although retiring from the
Bank of Murray, Victor will
still remain active in the
business community with the
management of his
restaurant.
The Olazabal family are
members of the Memorial
Baptist Church. They were
honored with a luncheon at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray on Friday, and
were the recipients of gifts




Rev. Jerrell White, minister
of the Memorial Baptist
Church, will speak at the 10:50
a. m. and six p. m. worship
services on Sunday, May 30, at
the church.
Special music will be by
George Lewis. The Sanctuary
Choir will be directed by Rev.
Ron Hampton, minister of
music, with Mrs. Margaret
Wilkins as organist and Mrs.
Diane Dixon as pianist. J. T.
Phillips, deacon of the week,
will assist in the morning
services.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
a. m. Church 88 Training will
not be held Sunday night.
A breakfast for all high
school graduates will be held
Sunday at eight a. in.
The women of the church
will have a retreat at Brandon
Springs in the Land Between
the Lakes with their leaving
the church at 4:40 p. m. on
Tuesday and returning on
Wednesday about two p, m.
The charge will be eight
dollars per person.
The mesquite tree can grow
where no other tree can be-
cause as roots penetrate the













Rev. Mickey R. Carpenter,
associate pastor of the First
United 'Methodist Church, will
speak on the subject, "Moving
On," at the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m.
services on Sunday, May 30, at
the church. His scripture will
be from Exodus 33:18-23.
At the early service Dan
McDaniel will be the guest
soloist. The Chancel Choir,
directed by Paul Shahan with
Mrs. Richard Farrell at the
organ, will sing the anthem,
"The Eyes Of All Wait Upon
Thee," at the 10:50 service.
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
A reception for Rev. and
Mrs. Carpenter will be held
Sunday from three to five p.m.
in the social hall. Rev. Car-
penter will be leaving Murray
next week to take his new
appointment as minister of
Greenfield, Brooks Chapel,
and Mt. Hermon United
Methodist Churches,
Greenfield, Tenn. All mem-
bers and friends are invited to
attend.
The United Methodist
Women will meet Tuesday,
June 1, at ten a.m. with the
"Executive Committee
Luncheon" to follow with
charge of one dollar per plate.
The Administrative Board
will meet Wednesday, June 2,
at seven p.m. in the social
hall.
Story Hours To Be
Held At Library
The first Story Hours,
scheduled since the delay due
to library construction, will be
held Wednesday, June 2, at the
Calloway County Public
Library.
Mrs. Carol Kurtz will be the
volunteer coordinator for the
programs for the Story Hours.
The hour for preschool age
children will be from 10:00 to
11:00 a. in., and the hour for
school age children will be
from 3:00 to 4100 p. in.
The special story book,
written by Mrs. Kurtz, will be
read. She will also use her own
creation of a puppet, Pee Wee,
to help entertain the children.
All children are invited to
attend the Story Hour of their
age group on Wednesday.
Seized American-Owned Yacht
Back In Canal After Capture
WASHINGTON (AP) — An
American-owned yacht fired
upon and seized by
Panamanian troops is back in
the Panama Canal after six
days of unpublicized captivity
that caused a flap involving
U.S. sovereignty over the
waterway.
The government did not
make the incident public. But
it drew the attention of the
White House, apparently
because of the potential
political implications of the
seizure by Panamanian
soldiers.
In an unusual move, it was
President Ford's chief
spokesman who announced
that the yacht, the Sea Wolf,
was released Friday after its
owner, the General Electric
Credit Corp., posted a court
bond settling a dispute over a
repair bill.
The State Department,
basing its contention .mainly
on statements by the yacht's
captain, said the vessel was
seized illegally in the
American-controlled canal
last Sunday by Panamanian
national guardsmen executing
the order of a local court. The
court order had been
requested by a U.S.-owned
firm. The State Department
said the Panamanians
claimed the incident occurred
outside U.S. territory.
The vessel was hit by
gunfire from the Panamanian
soldiers, but there were no
injuries reported aboard the
craft, State Department of-
ficials said.
Ford is locked in a tight
Republican nomination battle
with Ronald Reagan and the
canal's future control has
become a key issue. Ford's
press spokesman, Ron
Nessen, telephoned The
Associated Press on Friday
night to report the ship ha':
been freed.
There had been no gover•
runent announcement about
the yacht's seizure. The first
public disclosure came earlier
Friday from Sen. Jesse
Helms, R-N.C., a prominent
Reagan supporter and critic of
the administration's move to
renegotiate the 1903 treaty
that gave the United States
sovereignty over the canal.
In a Senate speech, Helms
called the State Department
"shockingly negligent" in
handling what -can properly
be described as an act of
piracy.
"The U.S. State Department
is implicated in this act of
piracy by failing to make a
public announcement of the
act, and by thus appearing to
tolerate this trespass upon our
sovereignty," he added.
Caution Urged For Memorial
Day Weekend Trips In State
FRANKFORT, Ky. — If you
are planning a trip over
Memorial Day Weekend,
you've probably started
thinking about how much time
you will have left to enjoy
after reaching that vacation
spot.
You even may have been
poring over one of the state's
new official highway maps in
hopes of finding a shortcut or
two that might chop a few
minutes or hours off your
driving time.
And it's not too unlikely
that, in thinking back to trips
taken in years past, you have
grumbled a bit about the 55
mile-an-hour speed limit.
"Boy, we used to make it to
the lake in no time at all when
we could drive 70 miles-an-
hour." Is that what you're
thinking?
Well, that may be true. In
fact, Bennie Maffet, tran-
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m..159,1
no change. Below darn 302.1 vp
0.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m 359.4
up 0.1. Below dam 303.6 up 0.1
Sunset 8:08. Sunrise 5 40.
sportation safety coordinator
for the Kentucky Department
of Transportation might even
agree with you.
-At 70 mph between Frank-
fort and Louisville, the
average driver can cut about
eight minutes off his traveling
time," says Maffet.
But the chances of his being
involved in a serious, perhaps
even fatal, accident also rise
automatically, he adds.
For example, in the last
three years before enactment
of the 55 mph speed law 1973),
Kentucky recorded an overall
total of 3,185 traffic deaths.
The annual count for each of
those years was 1,069 in 1970;
, Lop in 1971; and 1,093 in 1972.
In each of those years, both
state and local law en-
forcement officials con-
sistently singled out speed as a
major contributing factor
behind the high death tolls.
However, Maffet goes on to
point out, while speed con-
tinues to account for a high
majority of deaths on Ken-
tucky highways today, the
actual number of persons
killed has declined,
dramatically.
In the three year period
since the 55 mph law first took
effect, the overall death toll
has declined by 391, or an
average of 130.3 fewer
fatalities annually. The an-
nual death toll during the
period was 1,117 for 1973; 795
for 1974; and 682 for 1975.
LBL . .
ontinued from Page ii
He added that the in-
struction offered by Murray
State faculty, the en-
vironmental education staff of
the 1.131„ and other resource
personnel will include a
minimum of classroom ac-
tivity and a maximum of
direct hands-on activity.
Participants will pay $40 for
room and board for the six-
day workshop plus the regular
Murray State tuition fees for
1.ourse credit. Teachers who
are interested in attending
either session of the workshop
should contact:
Shaw Blankenship, College
of Human Development and
Learning, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky.,
42071 (502) 762-2508 or 762-2509.
Hes ., !Sir, t ntiti
Pastors Named At
Dewards Chapel
Rev, and Mrs Lloyd
Underhill are the new pastors
of the Dewards Chapel Pen-
tecostal Church of God of
America located on Highway
94 East.
Services are scheduled as
follows:
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m.,
Sunday worship at 11:00 a.m.
and 7:30 p.m., Young Peoples.
meeting Wednesday at 7:30
p.m., and Women's
Missionary Auxiliary each
first Tuesday from 1:00 to 3:00
The public is invited to
attend all services of the
church, said the new pastors.
Dr. David Roos To
Speak On Lord's
Prayer On Sunday
The fifth sermon in a series
on the Lord's Prayer, "The
Gethsemane Experience,"
will be by Dr. David Roos on
Sunday, May, 30, at the 10:45 a.
m. services at the First
Christian Church.
Mrs. Margaret Porter will
sing a solo, "The Lord Is My
Shepherd." Gary Galloway is
organist.
Del Fleming will be worship
leader with Mark and Paul
Austin as candlelighters.
Greeters will be Mrs. Ed
Diuguid, Jr., and Mr. and Mrs.
John Ford Hall.
Elders serving will be Walt
Apperson and Johnny Reagan.
Deacons will be Jim Clopton,
Dr. Joe Cartwright, Dr. Ron
Cella, Tek-y -Hatt, Robert
Hopkins, Don McCord, and
Ron Mitchell.
The God Squad will meet for
supper at six p. m. and





Dr. Bill Whittaker, pastor of
the First Baptist Church, will
speak at the 10:45 a. in.
worship services on Sunday,
May 30, at the church.
The ordinance of The Lord's
Supper will be observed at the
morning service. Owen
Billington, deacon of the week,
and G. T. Moody, minister of
education, will assist in the
morning services.
Recognition of High School
Graduates with each one to be
presented a Bible will be
during the morning services.
Special music will be by the
Adult Choir, directed by W.
Rudolph Howard, minister of
music, with Mrs. John Bowker
as organist and Mrs. G. M.
Knight as pianist. Their
selections will be "The Lord Is
My Shepherd" and "My
Shepherd Will Supply My
Need."
The Sunday night services
have been cancelled and the
Murray High School Bac-
calaureate Services will be in
the church sanctuary at eight
p.m.
Sunday. School will be at 9:30
a. M.
The Vacation Bible School
faculty will meet Tuesday at
ten a. m. The school will be
from June 21-25.
Taking the offering on
Sunday will be Thomas
Hogancamp, J. D. Rayburn,
Calvin Morris, Mancil Vinson,
James Rogers, Jamie
Washer, and Jack Wagar.
Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday morning will be Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Henry,
Mesdames Alvis Jones,
Theron Riley, William Sams,
and Audrey Brown, Misses
Lisa Jones, Susan Estes, Julie
Sams, Kim Gassam,
Elizabeth Herndon, Mary jane
Estes, Dana English, and Lisa
Fnglish
Holy Communion To
Be By Church Here
Holy Communion is
scheduled to be obserlved at
10:30 a. m. on Sunday, May 30,
at St. John's Episcopal
Church.
Acolytes will be Robert
Whitmer, David Stripling. and
Vince Heise. Rev. Stephen
Davenport is vicar of the
church.
Church School and Adult
Class will be at 9:15 a. m.
A church picnic is planned
at three p. m. on Sunday.
Why I need it.
•
"You never can tell when
w*Il rain on vacation.
- AU097
Just in time for summer vacation...
just the thing for
people on the go.
Super compact,9-inch
diagonal -Sportable-
in 3 summer-sun colors,RCA s 5800
This RCA Summerume 'Sportable'
has superb black ond white picture
and big, 6x2 inch speaker Smartly
styled in white, orange or yellow
• Operates on budt.in battery house
current or car cigarette lighter
• New Vista 100 tuner helps keep VHF
P•crure clear even on fringe oreos
•One set VHF fine tuning remembers
correct chonnel setting
• 100'. solid state chassis lor
*Earphone included for private listening
•Suri Shield for improved viewing even
hright doyloght
The














Serving you over 20 yrs.
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